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turning his easel to the wall, so as to dine completing the unspoken sentence
“ Mr. Wyndham has gone with the fashionable and refined” in the columns Our New York Letter.
a day when he might call at her house
conceal the face upon it. This little “ It is so hard to understand? The same rest of my worldly possessions. Did I of newspapers, and the thoughtless are
GOTHAM GOSSIP.
with his trap to take her- outj lie said
strategem, however was destined to be power that kept the child in my heart not say th a t'I had lost, everything? led to believe that, to lie “refined” one
“ meet me at Second Avenue and----- «
Carradine sat alone at his easel, of no avail. Having been marked by showed me into what she would ripen.” You see Mr. Carradine that I am not needs to be rich. I say this custom of
N ew York, Jan. 31, 1883.—Human Street da}* after to-morrow at two
painting; arid as he painted he thought. the' intruder—one of those cordial,
She did not look at him now, but at of as much worth now as my picture.”, heralding “shoddy” refinement before ity has been done a service by the •o’clock. I will write to-ihorrow.” The
Eight years before, when he was a poor well-meaning people good-natured to a the picture as she asked in a low
The words as she said them did not the world is damning in its influence. Legislative Investigation into State 3'oung lad}’ consented, find on the wav
and struggling boy just entering on degree but with little delicacy of per voice,” “ And whom am I to think for seem bitter. He took her hands.
I do not say that many rich people are Prison Abuses began this week, and home told her husband about it. n e
that race which must be run by every ception.—the action at once aroused such an honoff?”
“ Leila,” he said “does your loss not refined in the true sense of the Tammany and John Kelly deserve the entered into the spirit of tiie fun and
aspirant to art and its honors, there his curiosity.
word. They are, and good, moral, law- thanks of the people for getting it a with his wife determined to make the
“ M3' name is Hubert Carradine,” lie make you unhapp3'? ”
happened to him something which
“ Do I look so,?” , she asked , gayly abiding citizens into the bargain, but I going. We read of the horrors of most of it.
“ Aha master painter,” he said with answered and saw at once that it was
neither time nor toil had ever been able a laugh, “let us see what it is that you no unfamiliar word to her. “ And “As for the marriage it was my father's emphatically remark that many who Siberian .and Russian Prisons. The
The second morning after the ball
to efface from his memory. As he was work at by yourself till it steals away yours? Through all these years your wish and togratify his dying request exist on huge bank accounts, accumu savage Corsack Taskmasters are angels came a letter from the Alderman asking
passing along the streets a wreath of your eyes and ears. Only one peep!” face has haunted me always, but your I consented—before I knew my own lated for.J&eir especial .benefit, are compared with the civilized fiends who
Mrs.—— to meet him at the placie desig
fragrant roses suddenly fell on his
heart----- ’’Here a quick vivid color not refined, and are no more acquaint tortured the unfortunate criminals with nated at two o’clock that afternoon.
With that he laid his blind on the name I never. knew.”
head, and looking up in wonder, be be frame, and receiving no forbidding word
She hesitated a moment, then turned shot into her cheek, but she went on. ed with the true meaning of refinement a refinement of cruelty which makes Her husband put the letter in his pocket
held, reaching out from the embroidered from Carradine, turned it round. The to him.
“There never was.love on my side; and than swine are with the established the reader of the testimony shudder. and accompanied b}’ the lady’s brother
draperies of an overhanging window, a next moment he was loud in praise.
“ You never knew my name? Then on his—well, money is more than love sanctit3' of the First Day of the week. The telegraph has already informed thej’ sallied forth. It must be added
child with fairy-like proportions with
“ But who is it, Carradine? If it is a think of me still as you have thought —with some natures. I do not wish The idea that to be popular you must you of the facts elicited, so that I need that both were well acquainted with the
great dark eyes, and long curling black portrait tell me where to find the origi of me through all- these years,” she to blame him.”
be wealthy, to be respected 3-011 must not give you an extended resume. But Honorable gentleman.
Sure enough
locks' who stood smiling and throwing nal, and I will, if it is a seven days said a half smile lingering about her
Carradine’s grasp tightened on her be rich and lavish in - expenditures, has when one hears tell of men made rav on the corner lie was, seated in a fine
him kisses from her curved lips colored journey !” .
mouth, but never lighting the great hands.
ruined tens of thousands, who, wreck ing maniacs by “ paddling, douches, buggy to which were hitched a smart
like a pomegranate. While she still
“ Leila,” he said “ once 3’our answer ed and blighted, arc beyond hope of re starvation and beating with clubs, con team of bays. “Hello Tom,” said the
dark that was shaded by some subtile
Carradine smiled.
gazed .a nurse had come forward and
‘If I myself knew whereto find such sadness. The look, the tone, transport put a bar between, when I spoke words demption,—be3’ond the reach of philan victs throwing themselves down two husband, “ what are }’ou doing here?!
drawn the child away; the curtains j an original, I should not be here to tell er! Carradine beyond all remembrance that were surprised out of my heart. thropic arms that would reach out to or three stories in order to break a leg
bet that you have got an appointment
were closed, and he saw.the little crea I you, my good friend,” he answered of place or circumstance, into the un Would it be so now, if I should say rescue and to save.
or an ariii that they might get into the with a lad}’.” “ Oh no,” replied the in
ture no more.
real realm of imagination in which his them once more ? My love, my life will
The man, 3'oung or old, who toils hospital, prisoners pleading to be shot genious Alderman. “ I was simply driv
I evasively.
Such was the vision that the artist
you come to me?” ■
to “ make ends meet,” who is blessed rather than be punished, and starving ing through this street for a change,
“ Oh, a fancy sketch,” said the other wish was supreme ruler.
had carried so long in his memory; in : misled as the artist had desired. “ I
“ I have thought of you always as . “ Will I come 1” she repeated, look with solid sense, the desire to do justice inmates given live rats for food,” then and happened to stop at the corner behis memory only, for he had no second J might have saved myself the trouble of my life and my love,” he said half un ing up in his eyes and drawing nearer, to others, and in general lives accord we must go back to the Indians or causeTUTink a wheel is giving away.”
glimpse of the child. That very day | asking. No real flesh and blood face consciously, his dreamy deep gray eyes until his arms silently folded about ing to the best code of established mor other savages to find punishment se “ Come out and drink with us.” “ No,
an accident oecured which kept him a ever looked like that—the more shame j glowing upon her face. She blushed her.
als, ean be and generally is more vere enough for the fiends cruel enough thank you.” “Now, I ’m sure that you
prisoner in his room for some weeks, to Nature, I say ! Of course you will suddenly,-and then paled in an instant.
And so Carradine found his love at refined .than the giddy ; followers of to inflict such monstrosities.
are waiting for somebody,” replied the
and when next lie went out the house exhibit it, Carradine ?”
fashion. His sentiments of refinement
Just then her former companion enter last.
The people of the city are at length husband. What could the other poor
was empty, and a placard with great
are honest and true,—their sentiments waking np t,o the constant danger to fellow do but come out. At the bar
“ No” answered the.painter quickly. ed the room.
Haring letters announcing it for sale
are often the sheerest mockery.
“ I am Leila Auverney she said hastily
“No !” repeated the other in surprise.
their lives and safety by the steam the husband turned to his brother-instared him in the face, from the same
Gold is purified by fire. The man, heating system. The entire down town law and.said, “ Charlie, I ’m sure the
“ But my dear fellow, yon must, or I “and this is Cecil Wyndham, my----window in which the little white-robed shall betray your secret, and you will my betrothed husbsnd.”
or woman who struggles to keep the portion of the city is undermined, and Alderman is waiting for a lady. I ’ll
“ The most fashionable and refined “ wolf a,way from the door, or saves a
elf had stood waving her hand and have a swarm of visitors, worse than a
Not another word was said. As the
two explosions in two days give a fore bet yon a hundred dollars that he is.”
smiling to him. In course of time plague of Egypt, let in upon you.”
few dollars to serve as a support for taste of what might be done. This “ I have too much confidence in the
young man approached, Carradine fell element of Bangtown soeiet3’.”
other faces appeared there, but they
I put it Bangtown instead of naming declining years, know what the “ battle work gives you an idea of how gigan Alderman’s word,” was the wily young
Carradine hesitated A chance word back a step and looked at the two.
were strange faces, among them was in his friend’s speech had suggested a His was.a fair handsome face, so little the place where the most “fashionable of life costs,-i-its realities, its glitter tic schemes are passed through in New man’s reply, “ so I shall have to take
never the one for which he looked.
ing shams, its solid joys, its solid York. Fist come the Board of Aider- that bet. You will take half that bet
possibility that made his heart leap in marked as yet by time, that it would and refined element” congregated.Now, as Carridine sat painting alone spite of sober reason.
be hard for an unpracticed eye to con
It makes'all the difference imagin refinement if you please. The other men, generally composed of German Alderman, won’t you ?” To prove his
bethought of all this; of the struggle
“ You are right,” he said.
“ I shall jecture with what lines the shaping able who 3'ou are, how you are,—hut class oftimes take no advantage of the or Irish liquor dealers, men with a sincerity the Alderman said he would.
that had ended at length in success ; of send the picture for exhibition. It will character would yet stamp it. Never not why 3rou are—when you are to be means by which the true and false are greed for money equalled onfy by their Then, when the money was up, the hus
his hard unfriended boyhood, and. of be better so.”
theless, with one keen gaze Carradine rated among the numerous class of guaged. They, never stop to think. unblushing effrontery' with which they band said, “ please hand me over that
the beautiful child with her fragrant
After his visitor had left him alone estimated both present and future.
society which is deservedly labeled Their papas are rich, and as rich papas’ j seek it. When the Steam Heating money, I think I have won the bet. Do
rose-eriftvn, which had seemed almost again. Carradine bent long over his
sons and daughters are popular in the j! Companies first came to the front with you know this letter.” “ IIow did you
She said a few low-spoken words to “shodd3r aristocracy.”
like a prophecy. That rose-wreath, dry easel, gazing into the lovely, upturned her companion who presently moved
When there is a “ brilliant” affair circles of society, the children of jI their scheme, and applied for a fran- get that ?” asked th e . Alderman rather
and withered now, was all that was left, face until iJL began to fade into the toward Carradine, and addressed him. atMr. So and So’s brown stone or finish wealth are satisfied to walk in thé gild- I chise,the press and ever3rbody denounc discomfited. “ My wife gave it to tne.”
-.
I
to him.of the fair vision, but when the gathering twilight.
“ I have the honor of speaking to ed brick froYrt, ho’iVseffiifl' Mr. “So* and ed path- of foskion wherever H may ed it as ‘being sure to turn out a public My dear fellow, I beg your pardon,
morning, in turning over an old port
“If—if!” he murmured to himself, Mr. Carradine the painter of this pic is wealthy, Snool>s has often observed lead, and never realize the stern, pinch nuisance and a colossal “Job.” Still in but I give you my word of honor that
folio, he had come upon it by chance, half unconsciously. “ But it cannot be. ture ?”
drawn out accounts spread before the ing responsibilities of life, and to place spite of that enough of Aldermen could I thought she was a Miss. There was
it spoke to him of that by-gone day I Yet I will send it—and perhaps----- ”
Carradine bowed without speaking. readers of the average newspaper,— them on a higher plane, before the be got together to favor it. The work nothing wrong I assure you.” “ I know
just as eloquently as when its blossoms I And so the picture was sent in due
“ Will you pardon me for asking if it and newspapers below the average— world; than those who are not “ refined,” was done in the cheapest wa3’, and the that,” replied the husband, “but I can’t
were fresh and full.
time; and it setimeJ almost as if Carra- is a fancy sketch?” continued Mr. that is, providing the reporter was duly simpfy because they are poor, is a piece result is that there are constant leaks help thinking,” he added with a laugh,
“ Eight years ago,” lie said, thought dine’s soul had gone with it and drawn Wyndham.
invited, which is generally the rule, I of monumental injustice.
and breaks. I understand now that a “ that for once you made a fool of your
fully letting the shriveled circlet slip him to follow. Hour after hour, and
I have frequently observed that the number of property owners have quietly self.” “ I know it, but for heaven’«
“ Partly so but suggested by the understand, on such occasions. I don’t
through his fingers slowly. She must day after day, he sat in the gallery, face of a little girl,” answered the find fault with the rich, or even those honest toilers, the bone and sinew that gone together and are gathering evidence sake don’t say a word about it. I
bw near 16 now—if she lives. If? No, ! scrutinizing eagerly every face amid artist.
not quite so rich, but just rich enough, supports and upholds this great country with a hope of first taking awa3' its should never hear the end of it once
I do not doubt her living presence— I the visitors, whom taste or fashion had
“ But the likeness is so very striking” who choose to get up “brilliant” affairs, of ours, in its onward strides are too franchise from the American Steam the City Hall people hear of it “ You
somewhere.' I wonder where she is [ brought to look at the new celebrated muttered the young gentleman. “ I who choose to invite onfy those who often compelled to feast on the crumbs Heating Company, and second to have may depend upon our silence,” was the
now, and what She is like at 16 ?”
artist’s latest success. Every night he must have it at any rate. Of course travel on the strength of their pocket- “that fall from the rich mail’s table,”— its officers criminally indicted for the reply. Notwithstanding this promise,
With that he placed the wreath be- j went away unsatisfied, and every morn you will part with it—at your own books and somebody else’s hard-earned literally speaking. Honesty is refine injuries which several persons suffered. the next morning every acquaintance
side iiis easel, and began to paint. The ing he returned with hope' springing price?”
reputation, who will extend their com ment, sobriety is refinement, industry It is useless to proceed against it in of the City Father—and lie has hun
face as it grew on Ids canvas, presented I afresh in his heart.
“ The picture is not for sale;” said plimentary invitations to the most and honest toil are the genuine ele a civil suit, with a view of getting dam dred’s of them—met him with a “ Good
a young girl in the dewy morning blush
Still the object of his search what Cari’adine quietly still regarding the bangs, frizzes, powder, paint and silks, ments of refinement, but “ shoddy aris ages. The property is so laid out and morning, Alderman, will you take a
of first youth, with shadows in the ever it may have been, does not appear young man with that cool steady gaze and the least brains, and the most fop- tocracy” does not possess the qualities mortgaged that it is impossible to re drive this afternoon ?” As a result, it
great dark eyes and a half smile about | and one day, discourage^ at last he re which had Rlready caused him to betray pishpfisg4. The moEei’j s theirs, whether of true refinement. The day will come cover
is said that the Alderman can stand
the bright cur ved lips iike an embodied j solved to go no more on so fruitless a hesitation, almost confusion very un legitimately obtained--or not ; the right when the education of the masses
The bail season wages merrily on. ¡ this wet, cold climate no longer and
summer sun shower. I t was thus that I an errand. Shutting himself in his like his usual easy confidence. He to select their company is not question reaches the noble ends in view, when a This is the last week before Lent, and proposes to go to Florida for a month
the artist pictured his ideal of (he studio, he began to paint, but strive as seemed to have an instinctive knowl ed ; the desire to “outshine” some other man will be guaged by his intelligence!! everybody is anxious to make the most to strengthen his lungs.
child-woman whose infantile look and j he would, be could command neither edge that the artist was measuring him “shoddy” may even be classed with and industry and not b3' the bulging | of it. Last evening the Elks ball was
Congressman Abram S. Hewitt, who
smile for eight long years had been his 1 hand nor fancy. Finally, tired of re and to shrink from that measurement the justifiable things, under the circum o u t. of his pocket book from the pres enjoyed at the Academy of Music. This came home a week ago suffering from a
Own dream of love.
»
peated failure, he abandoned work, and with unconscious dread.
stances. But what Snooks detests is sure of greenbacks within. In the is the great theatrical ball of the year, very fierce looking carbuncle on the
Carradine had not had an easy life. yielded to the impulse which drew his
Carradine saw Le la Auvernay once the almost universal habit of the aver meantime I am humbly yours.
and eveiybody in the “ profesh,” and back of his neck, is recovei'ing and will
An orphan from his earliest years, poor steps in the customary direction.
J im Snookîs.
more before she returned to her home age newspaper reporter in classing all
everybody with a fondness for it is go back to Washington in a few days.
and unfriended, he had striven hard for j When he entered the small side-room in a distant town. Then he took his who may be fortunate, or unfortunate
Freddy Gebhard after remaining in
there. In former 3’ears, the Elks alW h a t is Case ?
the means to gratify that inherent idol- j in which his picture hung, he found but picture from the academy walls, and enongji, to attend, as the “ most fash
wa3’s gave a fancy dress ball, but this town a few days proceeded last Friday
atry for art which was always clamor- j two persons within, a young man and hung it in his studio where his eyes ionable and refined.” In doing so these
year it was a civic affair. As the price night to Memphis, where Mrs. Langtry
Printer—A place to hold type.
ing. He had fought and he had won ; a girl.
could find it whenever he looked away scribes advertise themselves as a pack
Express Agent—Two dozen of beer. of tickets had been lowered, the throng is playing atf present. The reporters
but now at 26, he stood in the place
Carradine could not see the faces of from his work. For he did not give of liars, and lean prove the assertion.
was simply awful and dancing was in town tried their utmost to get him
Lawyer—Every suit that I have.
which he had gained for himself almost these two, but with an earnestuess for up work; yet among themselves, his “Most fashionable” would do, but when
practically impossible. The best class to talk on the St. Louis escapade but
Doctor—That patient of mine.
as much alone at the very heart as he which lie. was at a loss to account, he friends pronounced him an altered man the “most refined” is piled on the load
of actors and actresses shown bv their without success. As an instance of
Preacher-—Every sinner I see.
had been eight years before when the followed their retreating figures as they and marveled what had called so sub becomes t 6o heavy and falls through the
Grammarian—The relation of nouns. absence. Somebody had said that on reportorial enterprise, however, a friend
child's gift came to him as a prophecy. moved slowly toward his picture. But tle a difference. Alwa3rs quiet, he now bridge of thought, imagination and
Merchant—The place to show goods. account of its cheapness the ball would of mine, the managing editor of an en
It was not that he was friehdless. the next moment an exclamation of as seemed to live in an ideal world of his facts, andjs either submerged, or scat
Librarian—Some shelves for-books. be a ‘.‘ham-fatters” affair. This liurt.it terprising afternoon paper told me that
There were men who liked and sought tonishment burst from the lips of the own, and whatever he might occup3T tered indiscriminately over the rocks.
so far as quality was concerned. But on Saturday afternoon he received no
Architect—The face of a house.
him, women who would have gladly young man.
himself with there was that in his man
I know that money can procure the
Undertaker—The place for 3’our quantitatively, liamfat or no hamfat, it less than four despatches from' report^
taught liftn to forget his loneliness in
“ Why here is your portrait Leila! ner which appeared to imply that it was wherewithal necessary to clothe the
ers in as many cities along the route,
was a success.
corpse.
their affection. But though his nature What does it mean? Who can the only a temporary diversion until the most fashionable according to the latest
reading: “ Gebhard passes through
An
amusing
adventure
happened
to
And a hard case is the man who
responded readily to any kindness, painter be?”
coming of some event for which he styles-from France, but I have yet to takes a paper five or six years and then an ex-Alderman Mr. Thomas S----- ., a here on his way to Memphis,, do you
there was one chord, deeper than all,
With that he hurried out to purchase was waiting.
learn that genuine refinement is found orders it discontinued without paying few da3rs after the ball of the Spark want special ?” Freddy is the most
that remained untouched ; and from the a catalogue.
Carradine
advanced
So passed half a 3rear at the end of even to as great extent aipong the for it.
ling Coterie at the Academy lastThurs- famous man—or notorious—in the
sweetest glances his thoughts went back quickly to the girl.
which there came a letter to Carradine. monied magnates as among the poorer,
day.
This is the Catholic ball of the country at present.
This exhausts our knowledge on
to the unknown child that had smiled
“I am the painter” he said.
I t was very brief, but it was enough —in point of wealth,—classes. With caseology, or the science of cases.
year, and of course largely attended.
A bride and bridegroom having been
down 011 him so long ago.
She turned and looked at him with to assure him of that which he had plenty of money a shallow-brained so
The Alderman is a bachelor on the
shown
politely over the White House
The ideal head became Eis great one steady gaze from those glorious been almost unconsciously expecting. - ciety sport can hire his tailor to make
The city of Morris, 111., has been sunny side of forty, with a penchant
tiie
other
day by one of the private
source of enjoyment, and a dreamy eyes that had haunted his visions for so
The letter was from Leila Auvernay. a gentleman of him, so far as fashion putting down an artesian well on the for ladies society. He was introduced
secretaries
or other men in waiting, the
softness shaded his dark-gray eyes, as many years. Then she spoke:
He went to her at once. She met him is concerned. The same character, ten highest point of land in the city, and to a charming young lady, the wife of
groom
in
taking
leave of him, handed
line by line aqd tint by tint took him
“You painted that picture? and with a laughing light in her eyes such to one, never earned his own living, at the depth of 854 feet struck a fine a rising young lawyer. Her sprightly
him.a
dollar
bill
and cried out; “ Take
back into that past, which all lifeless how ?”
as he had not seen there when she never even tried to earn an honest flow of magnetic water, which is so manner and graceful dancing interested
that,
Mr
A
rthur;
if I ’d have,come and
as it was, seemed to him, in those mo
“From remembrance,” he answered. stood in the gallery beside her betroth penny, and never intends to soil his strongly magnetic that the pipes him so much that after the dance Tie
ments, more real than the busy present. “I t was my only tribute to the little ed husband, a light which recalled the hands with work. Likely he was sent through which it runes become so mag continued to chat with her, and finalfy seen you before election, darned if I
Yet now, in reviewing that one bright unknown princess who crowned me merry child who had smiled down on to a High School-or a College to secure netized as to hold up nails. The bor asked her to take a drive with him. wouldn’t have voted for you” and the
vision of his memory it was not so once with roses. Does she, too re him so long ago.
an education, and came home wearing ing, after leaving the coal at seventy- The young lady saw by his manner secretary kept the dollar and the com
much the lovely child that he saw in member it ?”
“Mr. Carradine,” she said “ I told the laurels earned by some one else six feet to the depth of 340 feet, was that he had mistaken Mrs. for Miss pliment without a word. You see he
fancy, as the beautiful girl whose face
alternately through fire-clay and lime- upon being introduced to her and be hated to deceive the happy fellow and
For a moment doubt was in her face, you that my fortune was gone but I less fortunate, pecuniarily speaking.
deprive him of his supposed pleasure
with fuller depth and sweetness looked but as he looked fixedly at her it van did not tell you how utterfy it had
A frivolous maiden, in part made rock. At 340 feet St. Peter sand-stone lieved her to be unmarried. His mis
in
having seen President Arthur.
out at him from his own canvas.
ished in certainty. A smile just touched been swept away. I am nothing better such by wealthy, doting parents, hires was struck, and at 650 feet a hard take amused her and she determined to
Instinctively, he hardly knew why, the bright lips.
than a beggar. Will you take mg for the milliner and dressmaker to present stone, which appeared to be highly make the most of it. She consented
The reason that an express train al
he disliked to work on this picture in v “ It was you, then on whom I forced one of your students, for charity’s her in the most fashionable style. She magnetic, was struck, in which they with some alacrity. Now Mr. S had ways precedes a milk train is not be
any other presenee, and he devoted to my roses ? a princess who gave away sake ?”
will never “turn a hand” towards a drilled 200 feet. The water has been not learned his manners on the sunny cause its speed is greater. It is because
it only his hours of solitude. So it honors unasked. How often I have
He looked scare hingfy into her smil livelihood, because she need not so long highly spoken of "by those who have side of Murray »Hill. He had ri.sen to the cow catcher on the engine is used
happened that it was nearly finished wondered since--- —”
ing face.
as the cash account remains above par, made magnetic treatment a specialty, fame and wealth among the denizens of to catch the cows in time to be milked
when, by some chance, a friend dis
She stopped, turned to the canvas t “ And Mr. Windham?” he asked, in and she frequently despises those who’' and the cures of various diseases are the down town portion of the East before dark. After they are caught
spoken of as very wonderful from the
covered him bending over it, too ab and added abruptly* “but I was a child a low voice.
most “ toil for their daily bread,” I t is use of water of similar character to Side and thus in his behavior with they are run on the side track, the cows
sorbed to notice any approach. As then ; and here—”
She laughed without so much as a this class, very generally whose names this well, which has been found in young ladies was moré direct than ele we understand, doing the switching
the door opened, Carradine rose hastily | “ Here von are a woman,” said Carra- flush of emotion.
appear among the list of the “most other parts of the country.
gant. Instead of asking her to name themselves.
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telegraph instruments are for sale.
And the young man will be happy if
| genius is rewarded in proportion to its
deserts.
Correspondence.

Value O f Education.

the house of reprensentatives that the
“ business of the country” demands the
paternal care of congress, though as
congressmen Butterworth said on the
floor of the house concerning some of
these “infant industries” for which a
whole people must be taxed; their en
tire products could be peddled through
the country by twenty Russian refugees.
It is possible that the result, of the
whole matter will be a bill concocted
by a committee of conference consist
ing of two republicans and one demo
crat on the part of the senate and two
republicans and one democrat on the
house. Four men will finally determine
the details of the measure there is to be.
Though a bill has been reported
favorably by the house naval commit
tee to place the notorious colored con
gressman Smalls on the retired list of
the navy, with the rank of captain, I
do not think the bill will pass. When
the war broke out Smalls was a slave
and in 1862 while acting as pilot of the
steamer Planter, in Charleston Harbor
belonging to the confederates, ran the
steamer outside and delivered her to
the blockading forces. For this ser
vice Smalls was Commissioned a pilot
in the United States service, and con
tinued as such until afterthe war. Dur
ing the palmy days of carpet-bagigm
in South Carolina he received various
places under the state, not only of
honor, but of profit. He served also
as a member both of the Forty-fourth
and Forty-fifth congresses, and the re
publican majority of the present house
turned out the democratic member,
who had 8,000 majority, and put Smalls
in his seat. Several years since Smalls
was on the point of getting a bill
through congress to pay him a large
sum for the value of the steamer which
he took from the confederates, when it
was discovered that he had already
been paid for it by the navy or treas
ury department. Smalls is a pretty
smart negro, but possesses some of the
elements as a rascal as well
The solemn dignity which prevades
the supreme court room would not be
so oppressive if everybody knew what
a jolly old set the justices are,, or if
some of their private remarks about
counsel and the proceedings before
them were repeated in the newspapers.
The justices like to chaff each other in
a quiet way now and then. One day
not long ago a lawyer was arguing a
case before the supreme cotirt and made
use of the word “precedent” pronoun
cing it, however, with accent on the
second syllable thus “ pre-ee-dent.”
Pretty soon he used the word again,
and this time he gave the accent as it is
usually given on the first syllable.
Justice Woods, who sits next to
Justice Gray, noticing this variation in
the lawyer’s pronunciation whispered
to Justice Gray', “ he pronounced it
right the first time.” Whereupon Jus
tice Gray said “ what college were you
educated at, may I ask!” “ At Yale,”
replied Justice Gray. The justices are
all great card players, and they have a
regular round of solemn whist parties
during the winter, which are. about. as
gay as a methodist class meeting; but
the old souls enjoy it.
S po t .

Since there have been quite a number
of articles in your paper recently, con
cerning our public schools, I deem it
not out of place to say a few words
R umor has it that Attorney-General with reference to the value of educatiod.
Cassidy may resign at an early day. In the first place, what more glorious
It is a rumor that should be taken in gift can any nation bestow, than that
of providing instruction at the public
small doses, and not too often.
expense? If a private person who
The subject of an extra session is founds a college or an asylum, deserves
the praige of all good, men, how much
being discussed among members of more should they be considered public
both Houses of Congress.
In the benefactors, who strive to better our
event of a failure to pass TarifT legis public school system.
The great difference betweenthe edu
lation in this Congress, there are prom
cated
and uneducated lies in the ability
inent members who believe the Presi
to think, in the ability to adapt exis
dent will call an extra session.
ting means to desired ends. To suc
ceed in business, as well as in life, one
G overnor P attison has dropped the must have a mark to work to ; he must
title, “His Excellency.” This is a full have a clearly defined purpose and then
drop in the reform bucket, and only bend all his powers in that one direc
$28 for inauguration expenses is tion. Many men, I dare say most men
do not know what they are working for
another drop. The bucket will be filled and do not recognize success, even if
to overflowing, by-and-by.
it is in sight; many blunder out of one
day into another, as though there was
Tins will probably not be an excel no connecting link between them ; a day
lent year after all for miracle-workers dropped out would not be missed;
and faith-cure physicians. The Hun they work as it were with their eyes
closed to the many hands outstretched
tingdon county invalid that arose and for their aid, if they would but grasp
walked after a brief season of prayer them. They attribute the success of
has had a relapse, and the second state their neighbor to luck or mere haphazof the miracle physician's victims in ardness, when the truth of the matter
is they have only been making use of
Erie county is worse than the first.
powers and opportunities of which his
plodding neighbor did not know or did
T h e appalling cry comes over the
not think.
sea from Ireland: “The people are
True education does not lead men to
starving, on account of repeated fail ivorlc less, but to work to better advan
ure of crops, and other multiplied tage, it teaches one to use the whole of
causes. Unfortunate people, and Eng himself. Every trade and profession
is crowded with unskilled, unemployed
land stands responsible before the civil members, but disciplined talent can al
ized world, to a great extent, for the ways find employment. One’s success
in life, other things bcingequal, always
present condition of affairs.
depends upon the amount of brains he
C ongress is still engaged in discuss throws into his business. Every suc
ing the tariff question, but so far ap cessful enterprise has a thinking, plan
ning mind behind it; a few master
pears to be unable, or unwilling to ren minds lead the multitude. True edu
der a satisfactory solution. Probably cation is the exercising of one’s body,
the present Congress desires to shirk intellect and soul, it is the development
the responsibility of revising existing of one’s own powers, not the acquisi
tariff laws. There is plenty of chin- tion of new ones.
The judicious exercise of body, intel
music but no practical work, plenty of lect and soul is what makes thè man.
men willing to spout, but apparently The great want of the age is men, men
who are honest, true to the heart’s
¡few statesmen..
core ; men who will condemn wrong in
Missouri is about to spend $50,000 friend and foe ; men who will stand for
the right ; men who can tell the truth ;
in iflndiiig out about herself. She sus men
who know their message and tell
pects .t&ai she contains some of the it ; men who know their places and fill
richest .ores on earth, and a geologist them ; men who will not lie ; men who
iifl;to make a thorough investigation, are not to lazy too work or too proud
fie r #oSl vs peculiarly rich, and has to be poor ; men who are willing to
what they have earned, and wear
commonly been regarded as a decom eat
what they have paid for. Give young
position of limestone and sandstone; men fortune without education, at least
but- a.scientific analysis will now for the one half of them will go down to ob
livions or to ruin. Give him an edu
first .time detersuiwe the question.
cation and he will be a fortune to him
-In a recent .-argument before the self and to his country, it is worth Th e Ice Gorges at Pittsburg-Great
Losses by Floods.
more than gold, for it buys true honor
¡House judiciary (Committee, at Wash- which he can never spend or lose.
The ice gorge at Oil City, 18 miles
i ington Judge 3er<e ¿5. Black regarded a Through life it even proves a friend long, reached Pittsburg, on Sunday
¡•bill to prevent bigasny in the territories and in death a consolation.
morning and destroyed property valued
Parents should look carefully into I at $ 100‘,000.
¡¿s unconstitutional., and advanced the
(-opinion that ¡the territories have the this subject, for to the young men of | At Franklin, the ice moved out of
to-day must be committed in the near
¡right to make whatever laws they future, the great and varied business | French Creek on Saturday afternoon,
doing great damage to the oil well3
please, concerning ¡the marrying of interests of this country ; and those along the bank, tearing away many
wives. And this is aaeother feature of only w ho thoroughly qualify them derricks and oil tanks.
«
In the Clarion river at Parker, at
the Morman question, probably not selves can expect to take a prominent
part in its industries. Thousands who Miller’s Eddy, the ice gorge was 20
heretofore eonsidaned.
have never been taught the first prill feet high before it broke. James King
ai pie of self-reliance—the duty and was drowned. Ho leaves a wife and
T hus far, neither ¡Haase at Washing
pleasure of earning their own bread—- six children.
ton has made a ¡practical movement for will be seeking an opportunity for a
At New Castle two large bridges
the repeal of :fhe odious., costly, and start that promises a success. Edu were swept away, and it is feared the
demoralizing Internail SLevenue System. cation pays from every standpoint. entire town, which has a population of
In fact it doss «oem ¡as though the No one is so rich that he can afford to 10,000 will be swept away.
do without it, and no one is so poor
At Bradford 500 houses are inund
various lobbies .centered ¡at the Capital that he need despair of getting it.
ated and the lower part of the city is
•of the natioa ¡arc Stranger than the rep
A l iq o is .
submerged to the depth of 10 feet,
resentatives of tire people., and yet we•................ •«
m .............. - ■
while five bridges are swept away.
At Akron, Ohio, the damage aggre
bear it frequently ¡asserted that this is O U R W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R gates $50,000.
the peoples government. The people
W a sh in g to n , D. C., Feb. 5, 1883.
At Cleveland the freshet is the most
elect, the lobbies control
The
The republicans in congress have destructive ever known there.
called in all absentees and propsse to damage will reach $1,000,000. I t is es
A Dem<icrati-c Senatorial conference have a quorum of their own to put timated that 23,000,000 feet of lumber
at Harrisburg passed ¡a ¡resolution pro through the important business of the and from 11,000,000 to 15,000,000
viding tot session« .of the Senate every session without regard to Vvhat the shingles have been washed away.
secular day. The Hojtse took up the democrats may do. Among other things
be settled are a few remaining con
A n Earthquake at Midnight.
refrain, and now we arc to have an to
tested seats. This is a very proper
every-day-of-the™week Legislature— move, and the only fauR that can be
whk-fe as certainly something to feel found is that it has been too long post TENNESSEE REPUDIATING PART OF HER
TERRITORY AS WELL AS HER DEBT.
prowl of. At the «¡be of $10 per day poned. One of the greatest abuses
From
the Paducah News.
the average statesman can well afford that has grown up in congress is the
practice of leaving contests for seats
About 1.30 on the morning of the
to work evhry day, and put in his pret undetermined until the very last end 11th instant quite a severe shock of an
tiest whacks in tire interest of reform. of the last session. Both parties have earthquake was felt all through this
clone this, as the records of the past section of Kentucky. It was particu
The astronomers are already making congresses will prove.
The change in larly severe in the neighborhood of
preparations for the observation of the seats seems to be brought about by Reel foot and the land in that vicinity
Many
total eclipse of the sun which occurs some tactic agreement or arrangement. commenced sinking again.
The contestant, belonging to the major changes are said to have taken place
on the 6th of May.* The totality will ity, comes in, serves a few days and along the banks of Reelfoot Lake. In
last nearly six minutes, an unusually draws two years’ pay—$10,000. The Lake county, Tennessee, a gentleman
longtime, and- on that account the contestee, belonging to the minority, named Wahe, who lived between the
eclipse is regarded as a very important serves out nearly all of his term and bank and the hills, lost his entire farm
one. Unfortunately, the total phase also gets two years’ pay. This arrange of more than one hundred acres. The
ment satisfies the man belonging to the shock of the 11th awoke both himself
can be observed only from two little majority, and usually is not displeas and family. It was so severe that all
islands in the South Pacific Ocean. ing to the minority man, who loses of them fled from the house to the
An expedition is to be sent from this only a few days of his term, but gets bluff's in the rear for safety. Only a
country to one of these islands, and his pay. In this way the people are short distance from his residence they
French and British astronomers will made to pay double for congressional came across a huge crack or fissure, in
representation of certain districts, the earth some ten feet wide. They
also go there.
when, in justice, they should be taxed had no means of ascertaining its depth
with but one congressman’s salary. If in the darkness, and Mr. Wade and his
M odesty and ingenuity go hand in a contestant is entitled to a seat occu sons returned to the house and secured
hand. Up in Reading a young man pied by another he should have it just planks which they' threw over it as a
courted a young woman for a long as soon as the facts can be ascertained, temporary bridge. In the morning the
time, but had never been able to muster but if contested cases must be delayed opening was discovered to be from fif
till the very last days of the two years teen to twenty feet in depth. The
sufficient c-onvageto “ popthe question.” term, certainly but one salary should earthquake had sunk all the ground
During his leisure moments he taught be paid.
from the lake shore nearly up to the
A daily diet of tariff is what we are house, and also, by a peculiar freak,
his “ love” telegraphy, and recently
gained her consent to stretch a tele treated to in congress now. Meanwhile thrown its huge crack quite around the
graph wire between her home and his tariff' lobby has grown in proportions premises and swallowed up the road.
until it exceeds any here since the flush With the reception of a little spot on
lx>arding house. The first message old subsidy and credit mobillier days. which the house stands, the whole of
to the young woman was a proposal of Tlie whiskey lobby, the railroad lobby, Mr. Wade’s farm is now permanently'
marriage. Although the answer was the navy lobby, and other lobbies that added to the lake and is covered with
all that could'be expected, the young have been offensively active since the water. Between four hundred an'd
meeting of congress, are thrown into five hundred acres of adjacent lands
roan did not venture near the house the shade by this powerful and rich are also submerged.
for four days. But lie mastered bis I contribution. The cry is re-echoed
Not far from Mr. Wade’s place at
extreme diffidence at last and now the ! along the corridors from the senate to the time of the occurrence of the pheThursday, February 8, 1883,

nomenon, a party of hunters were en
camped. The were awakened by the
shock and compelled to abandon all
their camp equipage and flee for their
lives the water came upon them so
rapidly. They also were stopped by
the sudden opening in the ground and
hurriedly threw a narrow bridge of
fence rails across it. The newly sunken
land lies on the east side of the lake.
The fissure extends for a long distance
just at the foot of the bluffs and varies
considerably in. widtli and depth.
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C-A.KILI^.C3-E WORKS I

TOE.

A s i t i s for a il tlie p ain fu l diseases of th e

K ID N E Y S ,L IV E R A N D B O W E L S .
I t clean ses th e sy ste m o f th e acrid poison,
that causes th e dreadful suffering w hich
o n ly th e v ictim s o f Rheumatism, can realize.

T H O U S A N D S OF C A SE S

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

-i*
Dry can be sent by mail.
WJL'liIiS, HICUAUDSON Ss Co., B urlington V t.
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rU R E FRESH

G R O C E R I E S ,
Full L ife o f the Best Q U E E N SW A R E , G L A SSW A R E , WOOD and W IL L O W
W ARE, HARD W ARE -nd C U T L E R Y .

B o o ts & S h o es D irect from the P a cto ry .
PAINTS

JO S . <J. K O T W A L S ,

CD

PP

P. O. Address, Phcenixville, Penn a.

Upper Providence Square, Mont'g. Co.
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Gents' Furnishing Goods, Gents'whole suits made to order ; -$5,00 and upwards,
from a large Stock o f plain and fancy Cassimeres and Worsteds.
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Small Profits.

You will find at all times a large and well selected. Stock o f
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Satisfaction Guaranteed.

"W etherold & N ic o la i.

Quick Sales.
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LIG H T W O R K A SPECIALTY,
____________
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¡jggT'Hoods, scarfs, ribbons and any
fancy articles can be made any color
wanted with the Diamond Dyes. All
the popular colors.

A LL K IN D S OF V E H IC L E S

PER FEC TLY CURED.
PRICE, $1. LIQUID OR DRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

The little village o f Chalfont, just
across the line in Bucks county, is gos
siping about what its residents call a
miracle. The miracle is the reported
cure of a young woman named Elia
Ebert, daughter of Gottlieb Ebert, by'
what is known as the faith-cure. She
has been an invalid for more than two
years. Disease had made her a phys
ical wreck and life was apparently a
burden. For months she was not able H
to rise from her sick bed.
Several
physicians were called to treat her case
but none afforded her more than tem
porary relief. Her malady was called
consumption of the lungs by some and ¿5
spinal disease by' others.
Last week the, invalid expressed a f i ?
belief that she^eould be.cured by pray er
and her friends accordingly took steps ‘PS
to hold a special prayer meeting at the
Ebert residence. At the appointed
hour, 2 o’clock last Tuesday, four mem
bers of her church assembled and en
gaged in earnest petitions for her re m
covery'. Presently the sick woman
showed signs of regaining strength, H
arose from her bed, dressed and joined ry*.
in supplication. Since then she is h H
said to be slowly recovering. This is
the second cure of this, kind reported
lately in Bucks county. This one is
regarded by the residents of the
neighborhood as very remarkable.

Experienced lumberman say that the
supply of walnut is rapidly diminishing
and that fully three-fourths of the
good stock throughout the country has
been consumed . within the last ten
years.
Indianapolis has been for years con
sidered the great railroad centre of the
West, because twelve railroads run di
rect into it. But at the present time
Des Moines has eleven main roads cen
tring there, and two others that, for
want of accommodations, run in on
leased lines, making thirteen distinct
companies.
A century since the Hawaiian^ were
savages and cannibals. Now there
are over 300 telephone wires in use in
the city of Honolulu and the applica
tion of the telephone is made through
out the islands on the plantations.
Some of the planters are now cutting
their cane at night with the aid of electic iight.
An extremely affectionate husband
and wife at'Larva beej Ga.,do not mean
to be separated in death. They have
had a coffin made wide enough for two
and a graye dug to hold it. Their plan
Is that when one dies the .other shall
immediately commit suicide so that
their bodies may be buried at the same
time while their souls simultaneously
enter eternity".
Lillian Whiting spoke to the Boston
Woman’s Rights Association on women
in American journalism, and made the
point especially strong that anybody
who thought of writing for newspapers
merely' as a preparation for magazine
'o r book work might as well give up the
idea. The demands of the leading
joui'nals are greater than those of the
magazines, inasmuch as the literary
style ,of the writer must be quite as
good and the general knowledge much
greater.
The Rev. Mr. Nprikcott, pastor of
the Third Odii&Tefiational Church of
Toledo, got his pky weekly, and the
treasurer of the church always handed
over a lot of mutilated coin that had
come from the contribution box. As
barrooms w’ere the only places where
that sort of money' was taken at par,
Mr. Northcott objected so strenuously
that he finally brought upon himself
the hostility' of the church, and now' he
must go.
On April 18, 1850, there broke over
Dublin a storm such as it is predicted
will occur here in March. The morn
ing was fine but about 2 P. M. the mer
cury fell rapidly, though the sun was
shining. A little later a hurricane un
paralleled in the latitude set in. By
the official survey of four districts out
of six, 294,302 panes were broken and
the damage in glass alone exceeded
$135,000. The glaziers alone kept up
theirspirits.
The false story told by a Denver
boy, of having been robbed of a large
amount of his employer’s money, was
subjected to the closest cross-examina-.
tion without developing the slightest
contradiction, and would .have been be
lieved, though in itself improbable, if at
the last moment a written copy of it,
down to the minutest details, had not
accidentally been found in his desk.
He then confessed that he had stolen
the cash, after composing the tale and
studying it for six months.
The only way to deal with a liar is to
beat him at,his own game. That is, of
course unle'ss he is the editor of a pious
newspaper. What started this item
was reading about an American who
had been to Europe, and who was tell
ing a friend, who knew he was a liar,
about his trip aei;p|s the Atlantic, and
how7, on the 25th of the month, “they
encountered a swarm of locusts and
the locusts carried every stitch of can
vas off the ship.” The listener looked
thoughtful a moment, and then said,
hesitatingly : “ Yes I guess we met the
same swarm of locusts the next day,
the 26th. Every locust had on a pair
of canvas pants.” The first liar went
around the corner and kicked himself.
— Peclrs Sun.

The undersigned would respectfully announce to the public that they have re
opened the Carriage Manufactory, (formerly occupied by W. Blaftchford) and are prepared to fill all orders promptly and satisfactorily.

o f th e w o rst form s o f th is terrible disease
h a v e b een q u ick ly reliev ed , and in sh o rt tim e

Prayer Cure in Bucks County.

Interesting Paragraphs.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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Great Bargains in Furniture
OUR STOCK IS LARGE AND COMPLETE, EMBRACING

H E A D M A N ’S
MAGNETIC LINIMENT
A most reliable remedy for the speedy and
certain cure of Rheumatism, Sprains, Bruises,
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Stiff Joints,
Sores, Pain in the Side, Back or Limbs, Cuts,
Burns or Scalds, Sore Throat, Frosted Feet, Soft
Corns, Chapped Hands, Mumps, Quinsy, Bites
or Stings of Insects, Poison from Plants, Cramps
Colic, Diarrhoea, and all cases where there is
pain or distress
¡¡EiF“The Magnetic Liniment will give Speedy Relief, if applied to the parts a f f e c t e d . •
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicines
generally.

Price 2 5 Cents per B ottle,

C H A M B E R S U I T S ISW"

Cottage Suits, Finest Colors, Plain and Paneled,

S p , Eaw Sill, and Hair-CMi, Parlor Suits,-Nst Heaps.
Wardrobes, Book-Cases, Sideboards, Cupboards, Desks and Sinks. Extension,
Breakfast, Centre, and P a r l o r Tables. Lounges. Some Beauti
ful Pier Mirrors with console tables—marble tops—
Looking-Glasses, Chairs in great Variety.

S P R I In G M A T T R E S S E S
Of tlie Most Durable and Comfortable Kind to fit any Bed.

Prepared and for sale b r

P. M. HEADMAN, ® 8BSfc| Pa.

Dealers will find it for sale also by SMITH,
KLINE & CO., 309 and 311 North 3d street,
Philadelphia.
jyl3’S3.1y.

QO LLEGEVILLE NEWS STAND.
Subscriptions: taken for all the leading daily
and weekly papers, and popular magazines at
the lowest ofliee prices. The Philadelphia Weekly,
Press, $1.50 per year, with large and beautiful
map of Pennsylvania, as a premium.
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.

ESTFATE NOTICE.
Estate of Charles Star, late of Perkiomen
township, Montgomery county, deceased.
All persons indebted to said estate arc reques
ted to make immediate payment, and those hav
ing legal claims against the same, will present
them without delay in proper order for settle
ment to
SAMUEL STAR, Trappe P. O.
JOSEPH L. STAR, Schwenksville P. O.
Administrators.

ANTED.
A Blacksmith.
cksmith. Apply to W". n . BLANCHFORD Collegcville, Pa.

T H E POPULAR

DINING ROOMS,
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, near
Main, Norristown,
H A R R Y B. L O N G , Proprietor,
Is the place to go to get anything you may de
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style,
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters,, the largest
and best in town, done up in every style. Remem
ber the place and favor it with your patronage
when in town.

E:STATE

NOTICE I

Estate of David Rosenberger, late of Upper
Providence, Montgomery county, deceased. Let
ters of Administration on the above Estate hav
ing been granted to the undersigned, all persons
indebted to said Estate are requested to make
immediate payment, and those having legal
claims to present the same without delay to
CATHARINE ROSENBERGER,
J. W. ROSENBERGER,
Or F. MARCH, A tt’y.
Yerke«, Pa.

NJEW

BURGLAR ALARM!

The best ever invented. Protect your families
and your cash against the invasion of burglars.
It must be seen to be appreciated.
JOHN G. DETWILER, U. Providence Square.
Sole Agent for Upper Providence.

nnsk, Hair and other Mattresses.

TAPESTRY, INGRAIN, RAG, HEMP,
AND STAIR CARPETS !

O il-C loths

O il-C loths !

For Soldiers on any disease, wound or injury.
Fees, $10. Bounty, Back Pay, Discharges for
Deserters, etc., procured. 11 years experience.
Address, C. M. SITES & CO., «04 F Street,
Washington, D. C.
A W D E R S O Y A 82O T T II,
Solicitors of U. 8. and For| elgu Pa ents. No. 7oo Sovcmh
Street, cor. G, opp. 1J. S. pat
ent Office, Washington U. C Corrrsp ndenr« so
licited. No charge for adv'ce No fee charged un
less Patent is allowed. Reference«* Lewis Johnson
t Co.. H.iukers. and Postmaster, Washington,.!). C.
Pamphlet of Instruction * free.

PATENTS.:

Claim
A A T T Y C
laim«s a sp e cia lty , a n d WAR_ -}I T I0 N a l HOMEI . \
^ 1 1
R \N T_ S_ . ADDITIONAL
I
CIFICATES a n d all
J U r iL L l 1 /
STEAD CERTIFICATESI
k in d s o f LAND SCRIP b o u g h t an d sold . L arge
Stock, a n d HIGHEST PF.ICE8 P aid. D o yo u w a n t
to se ll o r b u y ? If so , w rite to A . A . » H « M AN,

T

Atiorney-at-Law. Washington, D. €.

J. M. Albertson & Sons,
BANKER»
N O R R I S T O W N , P A.
Interest Paid on Deposits as per agreement. Ne
gotiable paper purchased. Money loaned on
bonds, Mortgages, Stocks. Drafts for Sale on
England, Ireland, Germany and other places.
Passage tickets by the American line of ocean
steamers. Railroad and other Stocks bought and
sold on commission. Gold, Gold Coupons, Sil
ver and Government Bonds bought and sold.
Safe deposit boxes in burglar-proof vault to rent.

O il-C loth s I

W in d ow ^ h a is s ! W in d ow S h a d e s!
And Fixtures, With Loop, Ring and Bar Ornaments.
Clothe-s Wringers, Car
pet Sweepers, Commodes. We have a great many articles not kept in Furni
ture Stores in the City. A Very Large Stock bought for Cash at the Lowest
Figures, and will be sold at a Small Advance.
order to increase our
trade, which has been growing larger every year, A DISCOUNT OF FIV E
PER CENT, will be allowed on all Cash Sales. Our Ware-Rooms are open for
the Inspection of the Pnblie. All Goods are Plainly Marked. We are sure it
will be to your advantage to come and examine our stock before purchasing.
Respectfully Yours,

G. W . O Z IA S , Jr., T rappe, P a .

Large STOCK of GOODS
At G. F. 1lunsicker's Store Rahn Station is unsurpassed in Variety,
Quality and Price. We mention the principal Departments:

GROCERIES:

D R Y GOODS.

We always keep a full and earefully
selected stock of Fresh Pure Groceries,
so that every customer may make satis
factory purchases. Coffee, Sugars,
Teas, Spices, canned fruits, of the. best
Produce; Apples, sweet and white pota
toes, &e. &c *fec., ‘4Eat drink and be
Merry,” and' remember that we can sup
ply you.

Ton will always find us prepared to
fully equip you with Dry Goods of all
descriptions, qualities and prices. An
enumeration is not necessary here. W e
will only mention, the latest calico
prints, Calico remnants (that we are
»eliing at a great sacrifice). Dress
Goods;—latest patterns. Cassimeres.
Sheetings—full width—bleached and un
bleached; Tickings, <fcc &e, Remember
the fact, and profit by paying us a visit.

-------- :0—

0 :----------

Clothes and Cassimers:
We are selling excellent Cloths and
Cassimers at first cost. I f you want a
bargain here is a chance. They are
goods in Stock from last year and we
desire to dispose of them as soon as pos
sible. Also a well selected stock of the
latest styles of Clothes and Cassimers at
prices that will surprise you for cheap
ness. Suits made to order. If you need
clothing we will clothe you, and you
will be happy.

-:0—0:-

IM P L E M E N T S
-K)—0:-

P E N S IO N S .

4ND ASII,

Our stock of rakes, forks, shovels Ac.
is not surpassed anywhere out side of
the large towns. Seed time is here, and
harvest approaching, and before pur
chasing your implements call and see
our stock and learn our prices. Our
object is not merely to sell you one bill,
but to secure your regular patronage by
fair dealing.
- : 0—

0 :-

n o t i o n s

,

We can give you no adequate idea of
the stock and variety of Notions, you
must call, see for yourself and be con
vinced. Silk Handkerchiefs from 25
ceuts to $1.25. White handkerchiefs, 6
for 25. Full stock of Ladies' and Gent's
neckwear. Please remember us when
in need.

Boots Sl Shoes
In variety. Men's boots for $1.75—
the best for the money in the market.
Rubbers, Overshoes, &c., for jnen, wromen and children.
Ladies and childrens' shoes and gait
ers of all styles, at almost wholesale
cost. We can supply everybody, young
and old, with ju st what may be .wanted
in this department, and don't forget us
when in need

Calicoes :
New stock of Calicoes; choicest and
latest prints. Ghinghams In variety.
For quality style and price, we are
bound to excel. Come and see us.
No trouble to show goods. Special bar
gains in remnant calicoes, of which we
have a large stock on hand.

------ :0—0:—----

STOCKINGS ffli HOSIERY :
The largest stock of Stockings and
Hosiery outside of Philadelphia. Stock
ings from 5 cents up. Stockings that
were sold at 15 to 20 cents per p a ir. are
selling at 10 cents. We can supply you
with any variety or specialty that you
may desire, so give us a call.

Remember that our Stock of Crockery and Queensware is
the largest in this section of the county. Any
thing that you may desire we can supply
you with at bottom figures.
We extend our heartiest thanks to the public-for the liberal patronage that we have
received in the past, and seek the present method of extending an invitation to all, old
customers and new, to further favor us with their patronage.
Iron Bridge P. O.

G . F . H U N S ICKahn
KE
R,
Station Pa.,

The citizens of the Trappe Indepen
dent school district are requested to
assemble at Frederick’s hotel, this
place, on Saturday evening next, for
Thursday, February 8, Ì883.
the purpose of nominating candidates
for school directors.
The terms of
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
Messrs. Geo. Vanderslice and Geo. W.
This paper has a larger circulation Eckhart, being nearly expired the elec
in this section o f the county than any tion of two directors is necessary at
the coming election.
other paper published. As an adver
tising medium the “Independent” ranks
Horace Rimbv, the popular Florist
among the most desirable papers, having and Seedsman, Collegeville, is actively
a large and steadily increasing circula preparing to meet the extensive de
tion in various localities throughout the mands of his many patrons during the
coming Spring months.
Enterprise,
county.
perseverance, business efficiency, com
It is the aim o f the editor and pub bined with the liberal use of printer’s
lisher to make the “ Independent” one o f ink, have created at Collegeville one of
..the best local and general newspapers the finest and most complete seed and
floral emporiums in Motgomery coun
in the county, or anywhere else, and to ty. Mr. R., will make a special an
this end we invite correspondence from nouncement to the readers of this
paper next week.
every section.

Presentation of Saucers.

and energetic teachers. Because a few
P U B L IC S A L E
JPTTBULIG SALE
PUBLIO SALE
who are too far behind to know their
OF
OF
OF
own interests are opposed to it, you
should not hesitate to lengthen the P E R S O N A L P R O P E R T Y I
P erso n a l P rop erty.
PER S O N A L PROPERTY ?
term. For progressive schools, up to
Will be sold at Public Sale* at the residence of
Will he sold at Public Sale, on THURSDAY,
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY,
the mark in every respect, you are re MARCH 5, 1883, at the residence of the sub FEBRUARY 22J, 1883, at the residence of the the undersig-ned of a mile East of Trappe. 01*
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8th, 1883. the fol
spectfully solicited to investigate those scriber, in Upper Providence township, Mont subscriber, in Upper Providencetownship, Mont lowing
Personal Property viz : 5 good horset ;
county, on road"leading from Trappe to gomery county, on road leading from Perkiomen
of our sister township, Lower Provi gomery
No.
1 is a bay mare, 5 years old, a good worker
Limerick. Station, about \y 2 miles west of the Bridge to Black Rock, 2 miles from former and
dence. Three of our most successful latter place, the following described Personal 1 mile from the latter place, the following Per- and driver and of splendid style. No. 2 is a sor
sonal Property 8 Horses, Nos. 1 rel horse, 9 years old ; a good worker and yrfi
Property One Bay Horse, 3 Cows, 2
and energetic teachers have recently
and 2; A pair of Black Horse;, 5 make as much power on a threshing machine ao
calves by their side,—one yields ten
resigned, eithei* to engage in other busi poundswith
any other horse of his weight. No. 3 Is
of butter per week. Lot wagon, jumplie years old, good drivers and excel
a roan horse, 17years old, a good workt^
ness or to teach elsewhere in the county. seat carriage, good as new,—Boyer's make, 2 lent workers,—one
a good lead horse. Nos. 3
single or double. No# 4 Is a dark bay1
Their reason for resigning was not be Shoats, Plymouth Rock and Leghorn chickens— and 4 : A pair of brown colts, 8 and 4 years old,
pure stock—by the pound/ Plow, 2 harrow's, —Morgan stock, raised in Virginia. No. 5. Gray horse, 14 years old, a good worker »Ingle or
cause they did not, like their schools cultivator,
wheelbarrow, 2 sets of harness ,— 1 horse from Virginia coming 7 years old, splendid double. No. 5. is a bay horse, 11 years old, good
and were not well treated by the pa for carriage and 1 for lot wagon use, collars, driver,
and good family and from beast.—can trot worker single or double and a very good all-da?
trons, but simply because progressive blind and head halters, including bridle and in 3 minutes. No. 6. " Bay Mare, 12 years old, driver. 17 Milk Cows, some in profit; 6 shoato
fly straps, traces, cow and^qther chains, with foal. No, 7. Gray colt, coming: 2 years about 40 pair of chickens, by the pound, 2 funi;
as they were, they found themselves girth,
hook, fork and rake, half bushel measure old, sired by Morgan Membriuo, having a record wagons, one for 2 and the other for 3 horse.':,
laboring under pecuniary disadvan dung
new ; scythe; hen manure by the bushel, 55 new of 2:28. 20 Cows, 10 of them- are fat, and the cart and harness, 2 express wagons, 2 market
tages—they could receive better re white-oak posts, lot of seed corn, over 200 hun balance are good milkers. 4 fat hogs, 2 sows, wagons, one with pole and shafts, patent wheel«,
Stock Sales.
sheaves of cornfodder ; grain in the ground. with pig, 4 fine turkeys, 3 farm wagons, one a good one ; 1 falling top carriage. 1 sled, 1
muneration
elsewhere, or in other pur dred
H. Allebach will sell at public sale
House Goods ; One dozen milk pan 6, cream and four-horse, 3-inch tread, nearly new, 1 3-inch sleigh. Implements, 1 mower (N. Y. Clipper)
suits.
The
principal
of
a
graded
school
lard cans ; 3 bedsteads, with bedding, about 30 tread, low wagon, nearly new, 3-inch tread road good as new, horse rake, grain drill, roller, com
on Monday afternoon next, at Perki
yards of Carpet, good as new ; 2 tables, 6 chairs, wagon with hay bed, built by Lower, Jarretown ; | sheller, 2 Wiard union plows, good as new ; one
will
always
command
a
higher
salary
omen Bridge Hotel, 40 head of fresh
the other a Bull plow, 3 spike harrows,
tjiaii a teacher of a mixed school; you 2 benches, zink, large flour chest, washing ma Three-spring market wagon, in good o rd er; 4Hillside
hoe harrows, and 2 setts of hoes, cider mill,
cows, and a lot of shoats.
trunk, stools and hat racks in abundance ; heavy cart broad wheeled, with new bed ; lot
must pay yours more, else you will not chine,
APPLES BY THE BUSHEL. Apple but wagon for one horse, Twp-horse tread power and j wind mill nearly new, (Lancaster make"), cutting
To-morrow, (Friday) afternoon, D. be able to retain them. There will be sofa.
ter by the pot, and many articles not here enu thresher, feed cutter, (large size) ; winnowing box, grain cradle, scythes and sneaths, hay hook,
PERKIOMENRAiLROADy
Potteiger
will
sell
a
car-load
of
West
merated. Sale to commence at 1 o'clock. Con mill, 2 mowing machines, one Walter A. Wood rope and pulleys, rope and tackle, beam weigh
an unusual number of vacancies in our ditions
Accident.
by
ern
Pennsylvania
fresh
cows,
at
Fred
Reaper,cuts 5)4 ft. 5 pkfivs,-one a heavy Roberts’ ing 500 pounds, rakes, forks, shovels, hoes, dunir
township this year, so you will have an L. H. Ingram, auct.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
LEWI3 YOST.
On Tuesday afternoon Frederick Fry erick’s hotel, this place.
plow ; spike burrow, 3 cultivators, two-horse drags, post-spade, grubbing hoes, pick, wood
for the convenience of our readers.
excellent opportunity to remedy some
Corn Cultivator—Henscli’s patent, good as new ; saw, lot of grain bags, names», 4 seta or hear?
was engaged in moving goods from
farm harness, 1 set of heavy express harne#». col
Passenger trains leave Collegcvill Station as
Messrs J . H. Longacre & Daniel of the existing deficiencies. But teacln
steel tooth horse rake, hay hook ana 160 feet of lars,
Rest-Haven, Collegeville,
to the
blind and head halters, fly strap«, single
PUBLIC SALE
follows :
rope ; heavy roller, 2 setts of hay ladders—one
Hoff
will
sell
at
public
sale,
20
head
of
ers
are
not
so
plenty
as
they
were
a
and
double lines, hitching straps, saddle, bridle-,
new Sanitarium lately acquired by Mr.
as
good
as
new
;
2
milk
sleds,
4
setts
of
lead
har
F O R P H IL A D E L P H IA A X D P O IN T S S O U T H .
OF
ness, one set of heavy stage harnes new ; set of &c., timber, cow and other chains. Grain : oat>?,
In the choice Ohio Horses at Frederick’s hotel, few years ago, and you will find it a
Milk...........................................................6.56 a. m. Hobbs, near Schwenksville.
nearly new express harness, cart harness, collars, rye and corn by the bushel, hay by the hundred,
Accommodation.........................
,8.25 vicinity
a.m .
of Ilunsberger’s mill, Freder this place, on Saturday, February 17. difficult task to secure the best. I have
blind and head halters, double, single, plow and cornfodder by the bundle, feed chests, barrel«,
enumerated some of the demands of
M arket...................................................... 1.25 p. m. ick was jolted from the wagon and See posters and advertisement.
check lines, traces, breast chains, cow, timber boxes, &c. Household Goods and Dairy Fixtures;
A c c o m o d a t i o n .......................................
.4.45
p. m .
the community and suggested remedies ;
and other chains, single and double trees, 4 horse 12 milk cans, 7 of 30, and 5 of 20 quart capacity,
lodged
under
the
wheels.
R
esult:
A
Will
be
sold
at
Public
Sale,
on
TUESDAY,
Mrs. Ann Carey, an old resident of you are to show that you are alive to the
F O R A L L E N T O W N A N D P O IN T S N O R T H A N D W E S T .
spreader,
ladder, 18 feet long, 100 bushel; of 2 churns, butter tub, buckets, pans,-pot« and
FEBRUARY
20th,
1888.
The
Personal
Property
M ail....... ....................................... . . . .7.44 a. m. leg broken at two places. The injured Norristown, died recently at an ad wants, if not, election is in the hands of the late Hannah Croll, deeeased. On the corn in the cob. 500- bushels of cornfodder, 5 strainers, 1 farmers boiler, holds 80 gallons in
good older, 2 cook stoves, one is a Palace, No. 8
Accomodation............................. .. ..9.14 a. in. individual received surgical attention vanced age. A few days before her
premises of Peter Heyeer, at the Evansburg Flour tons of timothy hay. Dairy Fixtures, large churn,
M arket........................................... .-...3.13 p. m. and was conveyed on a stretcher to the death she requested an attendant to of the people and. new directors can be Mill, Lower Providence township, Pa., as foll jws, two handles, butter tub, cream buckets, milk a number one baker ; the other a Challenge No.
5)4?
suitable for a small family, 1 bench -table,
A c c o m m o d a t io n ...................................... . . . .6.41 p. m.
chosen.
to-w it :— 2 bedsteads and chaff bags, feather'beds, buckets and pans, 4 milk cans, bench table, desk, secretary, corner cupboard, drccAuu,
residence of his father, this place.
bring her an old tea-pot which was con
milk cupboard, boxes, barrels, case of small
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
Voters and patrons of our schools,to bolsters and pillows—(all of which are goose drawers
; 40 pots of apple butter, and a thou benches, <fec. 12 Shares of Yerkes Creamery
cealed in the cellar of her house. The
feathers, bureau, large dining table, parlor table
M ilk ............................................... ___6.56 a. m.
Stock, and many other articles not mentioned.
is given the power to amend tiie wash
stand, looking glass, 40 yards Ingrain car sand other articles not mentioned. Sale to com Sale to commence at 12 o'clock sharp. Condi
A meeting of citizens of Consho- article of crockery-ware was found in you
Accomodation.................. . -......... . . . .5.12 p. m.
existing state of affairs, if the directors pet, cylinder stove, circular flower stand, -3 cane mence at 12 o’clock, sharp. Conditions: four tions : 4 months credit on sums of $20.
hocken
was
held
on
Saturday
evening
the place described by its "owner, and do not. It may take time but a com seated chairs, 6 Windsor chaiis, rocking chairs, months credit on. sums of $20 and over.
NORTH.
L. H. Ingram, auct
JACOB WEIK&L,
DAVIS S. RAUDENBU3H.
Accommodation,.
__ 9.35 a. m. to raise.funds to relieve the distress being.open proved to contain five hun
wash bowl and pitcher, chest, truuk, boilers, 6
B. F. Weikel, clerk.
B. F. WE1KEL.
___6.06 p. m. caused among the poor of the borough dred dollars in gold which she present plete revolution can be effected in a jars, pans, basins, dishes, &c., &c. Also 1 Perk J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
Milk..............
few years. There is not a single one iomen Railroad Bond. Conditions made known
by the small-pox, which broke out ed to one of her daughters.
P U B L IC S A L E
PETER KEYSER,
PUBLIC SALE
of you who has not the very best in by
A party of Pennsylvania railroad there a month ago, and still, to some
Executor of Joshua Croll’s Estate.
OF
OF
surveyors have established their head extent, exists. A sum of money was
No less than eight deaths have oc terests of his children at heart. Show S. R. Shupe, auct.
quarters at the Perkiomen Bridge Hotel. raised for this purpose. The Council cured at Harmony Square, near Skip- it then by seeing that the directors are
PERSONAL
PROPERTY í
the borough has been active in its packville,—lately known as Creamery, doing their best for them. I know we
P
U
B
LIC
SALE
A great variety of beautiful Valen of
Will be sold at Public Sale, on THURSDAY,
caused by malignant scarlet fever. The are too apt to leave everything in the
Will he sold at Public Sale, on THURSDAY,
OF
tines—and some that are not beautiful, efforts to check the dreadful scourge following are the names of the victims hands of a few men and allow them to
MARCH 1st, 1883, at the residence of the sub - 1 MARCH 8th, 1883, at the residence of the sub
and
provide
for
the
wants
of
a
number
in Upper Providence township, 1)4 scriber, in Norriton township, Montgomery Co.,
at Beaver & Shellenberger’s.
of the dreadful scourge ranging from 1 do as they please, but we should see to
of afflicted families.
h i o m o m s i-Jt jC scriber,
northwest of Trappe, along the Reading turn Pa. On the Germantown pike, t'X miles from
this
personally,
for
it
is
of
vital
import
to 10 y ears: Susan Moyer, Charles
Will be sold at Public Sale on SATURDAY, pike, the^following Personal Property :—two Fairview Village. The following Personal Prop
We return thanks to Messrs. Davis
ance. A mere question of a few dollars FEBRUARY
ri/BnuAni
Horses. No. 1, is a Sorrel Horse erty. 1 bay horse, 16 years old ; 1 cow in profit
Moyer,
Charles
Miller,
Henry
Miller,
17, at Frederick’s Hotel, Trappe,
'A t the regular meeting of the Gar
and Harrar, members of the State
coming 4 years old, sound, and will by day of sale, 1 lot . wagon, 1 covered square
or cents should not supersede onr chil
20 Head of Ohio H orses! Those
Isaac
Miller,
Katie
Bean,
John
Wallace
Legislature, from this county, for in field Lyceum,at Collegeville, last Thurs
work in all kinds of harness, a splen bed wagon, lot of harness, wheelbarrow, grind
Horses were selected in Crawford
dren’s interests. We must see that the
plow, harrow, cultivator, and other farm
and Wyndott counties, Ohio, by the did driver. No. 2, a Gray Mare, coming 8 years stone,
day evening, the following programme Bean. Five of them were buried at the present incumbents-are to do as requir
teresting public documents.
ing utensils. Threshing machine, with feed cut
was rendered:—Instrumental music, Lower Mennonite meeting-house, and ed, if not, there are others who will. undersigned, and are from 3 to 8 years old, and good worker and driver, a perfect family Least. ter and cutting box, wind-mill, Hay and Straw
weigh from ten to fourteen hundred. Among 5 Cows. One will have calf by her side on day by the hundred, Cornfodder by the bundle, Chick
Abram Johnson, this place, is a can Mrs. F. G. Hobson. Reading—“John two at Keeley’s. Since writing the
lot are a number of very fine, stylish , driving of sale, one springer and the balance fat cows. ens by the lb. Corn by the bushel. Household
didate for township Assessor and v.erv Gray’s Trial,” Miss Emily I). Hamer. foregoing we learn that Sallie, wife of The nomination meeting is the place to the
Horses,—hard to heat for color, style and action! Seed .hog, 3 shoats, 20 pair of chickens by the Goode; 1 bureau, Rag Carpet by the yard, 1 sett
attend
to
it
Let
this
be
our
m
otto:
Isaac
N.
Johnson,
a
most
estimable
respectfuliy requests due consideration Answer to referred questions. Recita
The balance are draught and general work horses. pound, 2 sets heavy harness, 2.sets fly straps, of cane seated elmirs, Organ, and many other
of his general fitness for the position tion—“ Little Anna,” Miss Lillie Pres lady of the same place, died from the Our children shall enjoy the very best Those desiring to purchase good stock should collars, blind and head halters; double, single articles in great variety. Sale to commence at 1
common school advantages. Personal not miss this opportunity. The horses will he at and plow lines; all the harness is nearly as good o’clock, when conditions will be made known by
by his fellow republicans.
ton. Music, Miss Saiiie Fenstcrmacher. effects of the same dreadful disease, animosites and sectional disputes will the
Trappe stables three days prior to day of as new. 2 sets of traces, breast, cow; timber J. U. Custer, auct.
GEO. R. DETWILLER.
within 48 hours after being taken sick.
where they can he seen, handled and driven. and other chains; hay rope, hay pole, mixing J. B. Detwiler, clerk.
all disappear under this one grand ob sale,
Dr. J. S. Shrawder will deliver a Reading of the Gazette, A. D. Fetterolf. A most terrible afflicted community.
trough,-dung
and
hay
forks,
dung
drag,
rakes,
Sale
to
commencs
at
1
o’clock.
Conditions
by
N. B.—The lot, containing 10 acres and 157
shovels, hoes, grubbing hoe, garden spade, grain perches, more or less, with all modern improve
ject.
XX.
lecture on “The Phenomena of Life” at Reading—“ Youthful Experience,” Mrs.
J. 6 . Fetterolf, auct. .
J. H. LONGACRE,
cradle, scythe and sne.at.he. Farm wagon for one ments, will be offered at sale at the same .time,
H. W. Kratz, clerk.
DANIEL HOFF.
Early on Thursday morning of last
Industrial Hall, Schwenksville, on the F. G. Hobson. Vocal Solo—“The
E3T"Also several Fresh Cows will he sold at or two horses, with bed; a good set of hay lad if not sold previous to day of sale.
Sword of Bunker Hill,” 'Dr. James H. week, Kenderdine & Bro’s grocery
evening of the 10th hast.
ders, express wagon, express sleigh, falling top
private sale.
IM P O R T A N T F A C TS.
Hamer. Declamation—“ The Lavin,” store, Norristown, caught fire from
carriage ; wheelbarrow, 2 hoe harrows,—as good The
finest
assortment
of
Handkerchiefs
we
F.
G.
Hobson,
Esq.
Sentiment
roll.
PUBLIC SALE
as new, plow, spike harrow, good grindstone, a
The stone work of the new county
some unknown cause in the second ever have shown can be 6cen now at Leopold's.
S ^F O R T Y COW3 Ljgg
lot of oornfodder by the bundle, 3 barrels of
bridge over the Skippack Creek, in
OF
story, and the whole structure was con 25 cent embroidered Handkerchief's at Leo
vinegar, by the gallon, lot of fire-wood, lo t-o f
The Directors of the Poor, through sumed by the flames, except the firstLower Providence township, has been
P
U
B
L
IC
S
A
L
E
empty
barrels.
House
Goods
and
Dairy
Fixtures:
PERSONAL p r o p e r t y :
Cook stove, cupboard, chairs, meal chest, butter
accepted by the County Commissioners, their attorney, the Hon. J. P. Hale story front, occupied by the groeery pold's.
OF
Will bc sold at Public Sale, on THURSDAY,
hamper with cooler, churn and horse ; 30 quart
and the iron work having arrived, is Jenkins, Esq., have filed a bill in equity firm. The building is the property of 50 cents for fine brocade Silk Handkerchiefs
milk can, milk pans, buckets, pots, tubs, meat MARCH 1st, 1883, at the late Residence of Dr.
to compel the School Directors of Up James Swartz, of Philadelphia. ’His at Leopold's.
now being erected.
S.
B. Detwiler, deeeased, in Upper Provident-:
cutter,
and
sausage
stuifer;
cooking
potatoes,
$1.37 is the price for a very handsome em
potatoes, early rose; and many articles not TownsVip; Montgomery county, on the public
per Providence township, to admit to loss, about $3,000, is covered by insur broidered
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY, seed
Handkerchief
at
Leopold's.
They
Also, 5 acres, more or less, of Grain road leading from Oaks Station to Pha-nixvilb:
Henry Tyson, until recently in charge their schools the. six pauper children
FEBRUARY 12, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, 2car mentioned.
the ground. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock, The following Personal Property • Five. Good
o£ the yards at the Veranda House, who were recently denied admittance, ance for $3,500 in the United Fire couldn't be made In America under $2.50 or «0£jtf$l<oad of Fresh Cows with calves, direct in
Farm Horses, one an excellent leader. A man
ISAAC G. TYSON.
J E jL / r o m Hunt, county. Good judgm ent was Conditions by
Norristown, purchased the farm of by order of the School Board. This man’s Association, of Philadelphia. $3.00.
with foal. Twentv-two Dairy Cows, sonic in
12)^ cents is the price of a very large variety exercised in the selection of this stock, and it Abram. Bergey, auct. H. D. Fetterolf, clerk.
profit and others fat. One Fat Bull. Six Shoats.
Hubert Cassel, 43 acres, near Kulps- action will no doubt result in the de The loss of Kenderdine & Bro., is about
will
be
to
the
interest
of
purchasers
to
attend
$8,000,
They
carry
an
insurance
in
the
of colored .border, imported Handkerchiefs
Lot. of chickens and turkeys. Two broad wheel
• viUe-for $5,600, and has removed iher- cision by the Court of a question which
P U B LIC SALE
sale. .S aleat 1 o’clock p. m.
.Wagons, one: as -good as new, with . bed ; lot
Fire Association, of Philadelphia, for a t Leopold^.
to.
E
3
”Also
a
Lot
of
Shoats.
OF
has caused considerable controversy.
wagon, good as new, with bed and ladders'; hay
$2,500; Continental, of New York, for
Hemstitched Silk Handkerchiefs at Leopold's. Conditions by
II. II. ALLEBACH.
and sett of hay ladders, express wagoa, two
Spring wrist lined Kid Gloves and Mitts for J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
J. G. Detwiler, clerk. PERSONAL
$3,000, and in the Union, of Philadel
The members of the Goschenhoppen
PROPRRTY bed
carts, bob sled, sleigh, Family Carriage with
The cotton mill of William Simpson phia, for $2,500. Their books were Ladies and Gentlemen, cheap, at Leopold's.
pole and shafts, six' plows—two Syracuse, One
Fire Insurance Company at a recent
Will be sold at Public Sale on WEDNESDAY, side hill plow; spike harrow, spring tooth har
Fine imported Cashmere Mittens for children
lueeting, resolved to apply for a per & Sons, on Swede street; near the saved, William H. Ortlip, painter, who
PUBLIC S-A
-X
elE
FEBRUARY’ 21,1883, at the residence of the rows, large cultivator, 5 hoe harrows, corn plan
subscriber, 1 mile West of Oaks Station, in Upper ter, grain drill, roller, corn shellers, mowing
petual charter, and to increase the al Schuylkill river, Norristown, Caught occupied the third story back, loses and ladies, choice styles, a t Leopold'6.
OF
Providence Township, Montgomery county. The machine, horse rake, one, horse tread power and
Terra Cotta, Lacing and Mousquetaire Kid
lowed amount in the hands of the treas fire on Thursday morning, at 7 o’clock, about $300. His stock was uninsured.
following Personal Property : 6 cows, 3 thresher—Ellis’ make—fodder cutter, Freed’s
Gloves, new fresh goods, at Leopold's.
and for a time threatened the total des
urer from $5,000 to $20 ,000.
Jg?&
~ wlll be in profit, 1 fat cow, 2 nearly fresh. make; grain fan, cider mill, four sets of lead
Will
be
sold
at
Public
Sale,
on
FRIDAY,
Good
Gossamer
Coats
and
Circulars
at
the
truction of the building. The lire de
The coming banquet of the Mont
FEBRUARY 9th, 1S83, at Frederick’s Hotel, 6 shoats, 18 pair of Chickens, consisting o f Ply harness, 2 sets of cart gears, collars, blind and
The Chronicle says : “There is a man partment, assisted by employes of ad gomery county Historical Society, lowest prices at Leopold's.
#s£ t$8 Trappe. One Car-Load of Weet-®3iVJ$ mouth Rocks, Partridge, Cochins and Africans. head halters, single and double harness, 4 sets
in Pottstown who is willing to wager joining foundries and mills, and by the which will take place on the evening
Farm wagon, for one or two horses—nearly new; of fly straps, double and single lines, spreader,
Handsome Dolmans of our own make at re ■gTa... .ern Pennsylvania Fresh Cows is P f T
These cotvs were selected by the subscriber Jenny Lind carriage, new; iwo-seated carriage, chain traces, cow, timber, and other chains, post
that he can suck 4 dozen raw eggs at citizens, manfully fought the flames, of February 22d, in Norristown, prom duced prices, Leopold.
in Western Pennsylvania, anil are fully up to the falling-top carriage, mill wagon, set of express spades, shovels, picks, grubbing hoes, fork:. '
For a handsome Cloak go to Leopold's.
one sitting.” That man might be termed and succeeded finally in extinguishing ises to be the best yet held by the So
standard of excellence, and cannot fail to suit harness, nearly new; set of stage and set of cart rakes,,.scoop shovels, half-bushel and half-peck
Over
eighty
persons
are
given
daily
employ
a suck-er.
purchasers. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock. harness, new; barshare plow, side-hiil plow, roll measures; lot of fire wood In lots to suit, pur
the fire. Some of the machinery was ciety. The programme has not been
er, new; steel-tooth horse rake, cutting-box, chasers. Household Goods and Dairy Fixtures :
ment by Howard Leopold.
Conditions by
DANIEL POTTEIGER.
•destroyed,
but
the
heaviest
loss
result
completed
at
this
writing,
but
through
large mixing trough, large water trough, both Large extension table, chairs, benches, ¿ c .
The Ironbriuge Cornet Band is hav
D. McFeat, auct.
C. U. Bean, clerk.
A
couple
good
apprentices
to
learn
dressmak
new; wheelbarrow, grain cradle, scythe and Churn, will churn 50 pounds of. butter, has two
ing a brilliant success with their “Jum ed from water, which was poured into the kindness of one of the gentlemen ing are needed at Leopold's, where dress and
sneathe,
cultivator, single tree, grubbing hoe, handles, and is as good as new. Milk bucket«
bo fair.” The fair will be open each the building by the fire engines. Some closely connected with the arrange cloak making in all it 6 details can be thoroughly P ° R RENT.
hay and manure forks, barrels, boxes, rakes, and pans, cream cans, milk cans— 20 and 80
of
the
machinery
is
very
delicate
and
ments of the affair, we are able to lay learned.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday eve
shovels, cow chains, wood-saw, scoop shovel, quarts—butter tubs, and numerous articles not
nings until Saturday evening, Febru will have to he replaced by new. The a few facts before our readers. William
The Dwelling House and lot of about 4 Acres lot of chicken coops, chi ken feeder, half-bushel mentioned. Sale to commence at 12 o’clock,
Ladies' Gossamer Leggings, $1, at Leopold's.
and half-peck measure, large barn basket, corn sharp. Conditions: On all sums of $30 and
fire started in the spinning room. The J. Buck will be present and respond to
ary 17.
Umbrellas, all sorts, good, cheap, reasonable, of land, formerly owned by Mrs. WorralL near knife; about 75 sheaves of cornfodder, hen ma above a credit of six months will be given.
Worrall’s Mill, Collegeville.
loss will reach several thousand dollars, the toast “Local History
Rev. J. H. at Leopold's.
nure by the barrel, lot of seed potatoes, early
MRS. 8 . B. DETWILER.
Mrs. Reuben Hoffman, living near and is fully covered by insurance.
rose. A beautiful large dog. Dairy Fixtures, J. G. Fetterolf, auet.
A. Bomberger, D. D., to “ Higher Edu
FRANK M. HOBSON.
R. A. Grover, Clerk,
Leopold's
assortment
of
goods
was
never
as
Pennsburg, was attacked by an epilepconsisting
of
1
large
2
Handle
Churn
and
horse,
cation
Hon. A. A. Yeakle, to “Our good and comp] ete as' thl^ season.
two 30 quart, milk cans, 2 dozen milk pans,
tie fit while working around a stove a
jj>OR RENT.
OTICE !
The regular meeting of the Literary Farmers ;” Rev. C. Z. Weiser, to
cream buckets, milk buckets, cheese drain, and
HOWARD LEOPOLD,
few days ago and spilled a kettle of hot Society of the Trappe Grammar School “ Ecclesiastical H istory;” Mrs. Sarah
numerous
other articles that will be hunted up N
A
FORTY
ACRE
FARM
in
Coll
cgeville—good
229 High Street, Pottstown.
water over herself. She was terribly was held in the school room on Friday, Tyson, to “The Future of Woman
by day of sale. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock.
On and after January 1st, 1883, the ©ruin,
Land,Buildings and Orchards. Will keep (10) ten Conditions
will be made known by
scalded.
Coal and Feed Business at Yerkes Station, Pa.,
cows and two horses. Apply to
February 2d. The meeting was called Robert Iredell, Esq., to “The P ress;”
J.
G.
Fetterolf,
auct.
AMOS
G,
GOTWALS
Farmers and others desiring a genteel, lucra
will
be continued by A. C. Landes, instead of J.
J . W. SUNDERLAND.
M. V. Detwiler, clerk.
IT. Landes, the laiter desiring to relinquish said
A horse belonging to Mr. Samuel to order by the President,. E. Poley, Mrs. Mary E. Thropp Cone will deliver tive agency business, by which §5 to $20 a day Jan.23,4t.
Collegeville, Pa.
portion of hip business, has transferred it to his
Detwiler, of Lower Providence, this and opened by singing “Twilight is an original poem.
can be earned, send address at once, on postal,
PUBLIC EALE
son, who will endeavor to keep on hand a full
county, while stabled at the Fanners’ Falling.” The roll was called by the
toH . C. Wilkinson & Co., 197 Fulton Street, p O R RENT.
stock
and give hie customers the cash worth of
OF
their money, but of course no inducements can
New York.
•hotel, Norristown, on Tuesday night, Secretary, members present answering Correspondence.
be extended to parties desiring to buy on a longer
Our Schools.
Two Tenement, to Rent in Collegeville.
was severely cut by some malicious with sentiments. The minutes of the
PERS O N AL P R O P E R T Y ! credit
than 30 days.
A. C. LANDES.
Apply to J. W. SUNDERLAND.
Philadelphia
Produce
Market.
person. The wound is 18 inches in preceding meeting were read and ap
In a recent paper a correspondent
Will be sold at Public Sale, on THURSDAY,
proved.
Recitations
followed
by
Irwin
FEB.
15,
1883,
on
the
Farm
of
George
W.
Zim
length, and is in the form of an arc.
F lour.
brought up some points concerning our
» rF S R E N O T IC E !^ !
p O R RENT.
merman, one mile south of Collegeville, half
Garber. Pauline Joschke, and Mamie schools that I cannot help, enlarging Pennsylvania Extra Fam ily.. . 4 75 @ 5 00
mile north of Yerkes street, and four miles from
Abraham R. V ost, of Centre Square, Bechtel. Select Readings were given upon. He truly said the directors have Western E xtra......... ................ . 5 50 @ 5 75
The
Members of the Mutual Fire Inauranw
mile West of the road leading
A Stone House and Stable ; ;<£Acre, of ground Phoeuixville,
Company of Montgomery County, are hereby
shot 27 muskrats and 1 skunk along by Stella Poley and Chester Williafd. given a certain attention to the matter Rye F lo u r ...... ..................... . 3 90 @ 4 00
from
Collegeville
to
Phcenixvilie,
in
Upper
Provi
fronting on pike, next to the Bakery. Rent, $5 dence township, Montgomery county. The fol notified that a contribution has been levied of
the stream that runs through his father's Referred Questions answered by Wil and have done some commendable
GRAIN.
per month. Apply to ABRAM GRATER,
lowing personal property, viz :—4 horses ; No. 1 One Dollar on each. One Thousand Dollars for
farm at that place last week, the sud liam Biener, Harry Kratz, Elmer Poley, tilings. He also questions the “ univer Red W heat................................ . 1 08 @ 1 18
Collegeville, Pa.
is a gray mare, coming 9' years old, works any which they are insured, and that M. McGlatheky
den rise of the stream driving them and Mary Zollers. The Biography of sal qualification of any man for every Corn . ..................................... . 60 @ 68
where. No. 2 is a bay horse, coming 7 years old ; Treasurer of said Company, will attend at his
TOR SALE.
from their holes.
Oats.........
.................... . . 49 @ 51
works anywhere and a splendid driver. No. 3 office, No, 506 SWEDE STREET, In the Borough
Alice Carey was given by Stephen position in life.” I am not going to apply Rye.......
............................
@ 65
is
a black horse, coining 7 years o ld ; works of NORRISTOWN, from this date, to receive
Tyson ; selections from her poems were
well oh tread pfever or any place hitched. No. said Assessments. Extract of Charter, Section
Captain Sharp, of Montgomery read by Clara Rhoads and Sylvan us that to our directors, but it clearly ap
PROVISIONS.
House and Lot in Collegeville, situated near 4 is a bay mare, coming 6 years o ld ; a good 6th.—“ Any member failing to. pay his or her
Square, while out shooting crows last Tyson. . An Essay subject “Time,” pears to me that their “holdinglbaek Mess Pork.................... ............ .19 00 @19 25
the , public school house. For further particu worker. 15 cows, 9 having calves ; 6 springers, Assessment or Tax, within 40 days after the
lars
apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF,
qualities”
have
been
their
most
promi
week, met with a frightful and fatal ac was read by Emma Bechtel, and after
Dried Beef............................. .. 12
2. farm wagons with beds, lot wagon with shafts, above publication, shall forfeit and pay for such
@14
Collegeville, Pa.
express wagon, Germantown carriage, one horse' neglect, double such rates, and in case default is
Mess Beef \
........
@26 50
cident, while climbing over a fence his singing “ Good Night” the meeting ad nent features.
Beef Hams......................... : . . . .19 00 @20 50
express sled. 9 Shbats, 2 of the sows with pigs. made 50 days after the expiration of the 40 day a
Gentlemen
of
the
Board
of
Directors,
gun accidentally discharged and the journed.
OR RENT.
Hams.......................................... . 12>i@ 13
40 pairs of chickens. Tread power and thresher aforesaid, such defaulting member may at the
allow
me
to
address
a
few
words
to
contents emptied into his abdomen. He
in good condition, grain fan, Buckeye mower option o f the Board of Managers,be excl uded from
Sides.............: .............
. n% @
12
you.
As
you,
no
doubt
are
aware,
you
Shoulders...................................
and
reaper combined, in good order, horse rake, all benefits under their Bolides, and yet be held
S'A@
9
died on Thursday.
T h e Dry Rot in Men.
A House, containing two rooms on first floor, 2 setts of hay ladders, 1 Spears’ hay hook, rope liable for all past Taxes and Penalties.
@
S'4 3 on
have a grave charge resting on your Pickled Shoulders....................
M. McGLATHF.RY, Treasure.
second. Out-kitchen attached. Garden, if and pulleys, 3 plows, 2 good drag harrows, 2 Jan. 1st,'83.
U'A@ 11 %
Charles Dickens says :—The first shoulders ; for the providing of suitable Lard............................. .............
Friday was ground hog day. He
desired. For further information apply to
good cultivators, laud roller, wheelbarrow, post
SEEDS.
DAVID G. TYSON, near Trappe, Pa.
came out, saw his shadow and, the way strong external revelation of the dry school facilities, and the selection of
spade, iron dog, boring machine, post axe, feed
STATE NOTICE.
Flaxseed................................... 1 45 @ 1 47
chest, mixing trough,3 good grain eradies;scythe E
the old saying goes, went in to stay six rot in men is a tendency to lurk and the most judicious, careful, and compe Timothy....................................
2
25
2
40
and
sneathe,
double
and
single
trees,
4
setts
of
O
R
RENT.
long weeks, which will be marked by lounge; to be at street corners without tent instructors for the youth of a com Clover........................................
Estate of Adalîza B. De wees, Late of Upper
double harness, sett of single harness, double
U'A@ 12
F
cold and stormy weather. The ground intelligible reason ; to be going any munity is a grave Charge. So far you
lines, collars, blind and head halters, riding bri Providence township, Montgomery county dec’d.
Notice is hereby given that letters testamentary
Either House and lot of eleven acres, or House dle,-4 setts of fly straps, sleigh hells, forks,
Philadelphia Hay Market.
hog theory is an old and reliable one, where when m et; to be about many have done pretty well. You have now
and a Wheelwright Shop. Located a short dis fakes, 6 setts of traces, cow and other chains, upon said Estate have been granted to the un
P h i l a d e l p h i a , Jan. 27,1883.
reliable on account of its age, we pre- places rather than at any ; to do noth in your employ some teachers who are
dersigned.
All persons indebted to said estate
tance above Trappe. Terms reasonable.
dung boards, dung drags, 2 hundred Bushels
During the week ending the above dated there
ing tangible, but to have an intention doing very good work, considering
are requested to make immediate payment, and
sume.
JOHN NACE.
of
Oats,
100
Bushels
of
Corn
in
cob,
2000
sheaves
received at the' Farmers’ Hay and Straw
of cornfodder, Hay by the ton, 8 bushels seed those having legal claims against the same will
of performing a variety of intangible their disadvantages. A way has been were
Market 318 loads of hay and 52 of straw, which
Last Friday night thieves broke into duties to-morrow or the day after.
potatoes, lot cooking potatoes, 7]4 Barrel Butter present them without delay in proper order for
OR REN T.
were sold at the following prices :
pointed
out
for
you
to
assist
these
Churn, Butter Hamper, and cooler holding 50 settlement to FRANK M. HOBSON, Executor.
the.house of Nathan Davis at EagleTimothy Hay per 100 pounds... 95(3) 105
When the manifestation of the dis
Collegeville, P. O. Pa.
so that ' they can accomplish Prime
A Dwelling House and Blacksmith Shop, a lbs., 4 doz. milk pans, cream can, buckets, cup
Mixed
“ ** .
... 90(a) 95
ville, this county, but it is supposed ease is observed, the observer will usual teachers
board,
stove,
benches
and
a
number
of
other
ar
excellent
results.
Do
all
that
is
in
your
short
distance
above
Trappe.
A
.good
stand.
were disturbed by Mr. Davis, who got ly connect it with a vague impression power to keep these good teachers. Straw per 100 pounds........................... 60@ 70 Apply to
ticles not mentioned. Sale to commence at 12
G. W. PENNYPACKER.
o’clock, sharp. Conditions : 6 months credit on
up during the night and found windows once formed or received, that th e 'p a  Recently one of them said to me, “ I
Philadelphia Cattle Market.
all sums over $15.00.
JOSEPH NETTLES.
and doors open. They also visited the tient was living a little too hard. He often feel that my work will not be at
OR SA LE OR REN T.
Beef cattle were in fair demand and prices
J. G Fetterolf, auct.
house occupied by Mr. Rittenhouse, will scarcely have had lesiure. to turn tended with as much success as I would were a fraction higher. 2500 head arrived and
sold at the different yards at 4%@7 c. per lb.,
OR SALE.
hut did not risk an entrance.
A House and Blacksmith Shop at Areola Sta
it over in his mind and from the ter like to see, but I am compelled to labor as to condition.
tion, Perkiomen R. R., in good repair. This is a
Sheep
were
in
dull
and
lower.
10,000
head
rible
suspicion,
“dry
rot,”
when
he
will
under difficulties that some teachers arrived sold at the different yards at 43^@6jj^e. splendid stand for a good blacksmith. Apply to
EARLY ROSE POTATOES. A pply at
He .lives at Ironbridge; he is lean
NYCE'S MILL, near Trappe.
and; tall,; he appears to be specially notice a change for the worst in the never dream of.” Another, “ I am dis and iambs-at 4@7)4.of p^r tb., as to condition. > or address J. H. Longacre, Collegeville, P. O. Pa.
were in demand. 5000 head »sold at
fondiof the ladies; he seeks the com patient’s appearance—a certain sloven gusted. I have worked hard in that theHogs
different yards at 8>£@10c. per lb., as to ^O T IC E .
PA TEN TS.
pany of women in general, and when liness and deterioration which is not school-room, yet while I think my pu quality.
poverty,
nor
dirt,
nor
intoxication,
nor
No Patent, No Pay is our motto. We have
pils
are
making
progress,
I
receive
no
single, buxom lassies, are scarce—to
In
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas
of
Montgomery
had 14 years experience in procuring Patents,
Is the plaee to secure barguins in all kinds of
County, Pa. Of December Term. 1882, No. 36.
llnn-_iie modestly requests to “see” a ill health but simply dry rot. To this words of encouragement from parents
Caveats, Trade-Marks. Copyrights, etc., in this
succeeds
a
smell,
as
of
strong
waters,
500
TONS
OF
Mary
Emma
Hess,
by
her
next
and
directors.”
It
is
a
notorious
fact
and
other
countries.
Our.
Hand
Books
giving
married lady home, and is left behind,
Alias Subfriend, Frederick Widmayer.
in the morning ; to that a looseness re that in one of the schools where there
full instructions in Patents free. Address R, 8. C A R R IA G E S
ot course.
• poena
to
specting money; to that a stronger are three local directors, not one di
Sur Divorce. & A. P. LACEY, Attorneys, 604 F St., Washing
George W. Hess.
AND
ton, D. C.
, ***Too late to whet the sword when smell as of strong waters at all times ; rector’s visit was recorded during three
You the said George W. Hess are hereby noti
the trumpet sounds to draw it.” But to that a looseness respecting every months 1 Do not, I beg of you, think
FARM W A G O N S !
fied to be and appear, in said court, to be held FRESH FISH
n ver too late to whet your appetite by thing ; to that a trembling of the that now you can lie supinely on your
at Norristown, on the 5th day of March next,
(A. D. 1883) at 11 o'clock, a. m., to answer the
and VEGETABLES, YVhich are kept on hand and made to order.
a mg Kidney-Wort, restoring health limbs, somnolency, misery and crumb backs in the sweet contentment arising
petition or libel of said Many Emma Hess, above
Fdr Sale by
Only the best material used. Repairing promptly
The
undersigned
will visit Trappe and vicinity attended to. Lowest Prices. Favor nje with a
w L r ' Ung yTourself a well, strong, ling to pieces. As it is in wood, so it from the thought that you have done
named, for a divorce from the bonds of matri
on
Tuesday
and
Friday
of
each
week
with
Fresh
mony, and show cause, if any you have,'why
call, see the Carriage^ and Wagons and learu
remedv fo” l /c is une<luaUed as a is in men. Dry rot advances at a com your full duty. The community in
the said Mary Emma Hess, your wife, should not Fish of different kinds, all vegetables in season, Prices befóse purchasing.
E. W. W ETHERELL & CO.,
usury quite incalculable. A plank general demands a longer term, schools
and a supply of lemons, oranges, cocoanuts, <fec.
be divorced, as aforesaid.
S S L
f e S *
w w ispound
found infected with it, and the whole more nearly approaching the best in
JOSEPH FRANKENFIELD,
ommend it
gg’8tS
and rec*
M. B. M IN IA S S E ,
HENRY HAHN,
Sheriff's Office, Norristown,
Sheriff.
structure is devoured.
the county; and the most progessiye Collegeville, P. O., Pa.
Pit., FeVv T. 1883#
”
.
*
Arsola Mills.

Providence Independent.

On Saturday last, Philip Quillthan,
of Norristown, presented the Provi
dence Presbyterian Sundy School with
400 china saucers,—one for each scholar
teacher, and officer, The saucers are
gilt-edged, the center of each contain»
ing a photograph of the old church,
representing the pastor, Rev. H. S,
Rodenhpugh, standing .on the steps.
The following inscription appeal’s be
low the photo.": “ Providence Presb,
church, founded 1730, as rebuilt the
third time 1868. Presented by Philip
Quillman, dealer in Fine China, Odd
Fellows’ Hall, Norristown, Pa.” The
gift is duly appreciated.

Personal P ro p erty !

Personal Property !
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F R E SH COW S ! !
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IR O N B R ID G E
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C A E E IA G E W O E K S !
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Rata Station, P ei’a.

C H O P P E D COB CORN

I

Raijn Station, Pa

Jan.31.^3.

PJtÔPJWTTOÏÏ,

E IT E R PR ISE

MARBLE WORKS!
Royersford, Montgomery Co, Pa.
I would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

j

W. ROYER, M. D.,

Agriculture and Science.

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, PA,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

Practising

Physician,

Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.

Office H onrs :— 8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
p. m.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,

V F. SLOUGH.

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks
English and German.

All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design P G. HOBSON,
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E ntekpkise W orks . Call and
S ll S W E D E * Street Norristown, Pa.
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low 5
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto: Can be seen every evening at his residence In
“ Low price» and fa ir dealings
Freeland.
RESPECTFU LLY,

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,

L. Theo. Buckwalter.

^ D. FETTERO LF,

J une 8-ly.

Justice

THE HARTFORD

of

the

Peace

CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,

C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of
each week; also every evening.

LÜ______

D

g p lll
m k ik

[Graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.]

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.

JÂ É É f

Near Fenton’s Store. Branch Office at Eagleville. Will atteDd to Branch Office on Monday.
Gas administered.

SEWING MACHINE
Just P erfected .
The largest under arm,
The lightest and quietest,
The most lavishly decorated,
The least vibration of any,
A galrxy of new patents,
Simpliaity simplified,
Durability determined,
Reliability reasserted.
Ball-bearing balance wheel; Newest and most
elegant design in stand and wood work. Posi
tive take-up, perfect stitch. This machine is
«anted by everybody.

MILTON B. HARLEY, A p t

Royersford Pa.

ALSO the Domestic and other different makes of
maehines sold. Oils needles, and attachments.

F.

Cx.

R. B. F. PLACE,

D E N T I S T ! !

IP »

KRAFT,

—DEALER IN—

T P. KOONS,

P ra ctica l S la ter

1 1

RA H N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

UPW ARD DAVID,

PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

II ORACE RIMBY,
FLORIST,
Collcgeville, Mont. Co., Pa.

^0--0^
Wreaths, Crosses, Baskets, &c, filled with natural flowers. Weddings, Funerals, Commence
ments, &c, promptly attended to.

M H. KEELER,

P a in ter, G rainer,
and P a p er-H a n g er.
N o tion s, &c., &c.
EYANSBURO,
Large and varied Stock of all kinds of Goods,
usually kept in a Country Store. Good Quality
and at Philadelphia prices.

J. M. Albertson & Sons,
Owners and Proprietors of the

Star Glass W o r k s
NORRISTOWN, PA.,
Manufacture a superior quality of

WINDOW

GLASS

AND

SHADES,

t r a p p 'e

.
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt
attention. Contracts made at reasonable figures.
All work done in a satisfactory manner.
p a

JO H N M ILLER,

T A I L O R .
TRAPPE, PA.
Suits cut and made to order in accordance with
latest styles, or in any style that may bo desired.
Fite guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.

CUND AY PAPERS.

• Warranted not to stain.

Harness Emporium,

The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collcgeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

HENRY YOST,

Upper Providence Square P a .,

JOHN G. BETW1LER Proprietor.
[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]

News Agent,

Collegeville.

T H E K EY STO N E

Dry
In Order to Close Out its Large
Stock of

L ad ies C oats,
The undersigned takes pleasure in announcisg to the public that he is prepared to fill all
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
MANSHIP. A full stock of
B LAN K E TS,
TOP-COVERS,
IMPROVED COLLARS,
W R IP S, ’¿6c., Ac.
All kiuds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all
Kinds of goods pertaining to the business.
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac
tion guaranteed to all.

J o h n G. B e tw ile r .

DOLMANS,
And CRESS *&00DS,
Will make a Reduction in Prices,
Commencing from D ec em ber 1st, 1882.
We will Reduce a Lot of

Dress Goods to 121-2 Cts.,
That we have Sold at 25 Cts. per Yard.

Coats anRDolmans 25 pr c tjA c tio i
CALL ON

Will l i r a i & l i m i Faci ¡ties
FOR HANDLING

MORGAN WRIGHT,
At the

Keystone Dry Goods Store
NORRISTOWN, PA.

;}RAIN,FLOUR, FEED & COAL, fc
We will sell on a small margin

CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
Corn, Oats, ( hop Corn,
LINSEED MEAL, BRAN, best quality
SCHUYLKILL COAL UKDER COYER
Call and see for yourself or write for sample
and prices.

7. W . Wetheriil & Co.,
ARCOLA MILLS.
Collegeville P. O.
X . B. GRIST WORK SOLICITED.

T ra p p e H otel,

I. S. FREDERICK, Prop’r.
The, old and favorite hotel furnishes the best
' accomodations to man and beast. No better
water in thè country. The bar is always
supplied with the best liquors and cigars.
ICE CREAM during the summer season.
Teams to hire. Boarder» taken at reason
able rates.

belong to
the owner of the land, and whoever
buys the land buys them as well. No
particle of earth or pebble can be re
moved by any man without a breach of
the law, unless properly reserved.
R oads .— A man owns the land to the
middle of the road—if the road is on
the line—unless restricted or reserved
by the deed ; the public, however, always have the right of way, subject
also to rights the State law gives to
supervisors or other officers.
The
owner of the farm then owns the grass
on the road, or stone, gravel, sand, and
may remove either if the condition of
the road is not impaired. When the
owner of a farm owns to the middle of
an adjoining road, he has all the rights
and privileges consistent with the pub
lic right of way. The owner of a farm
cannot put any permanent structure on
an adjoining road, no pile wood or
stone there; if he does he is liable to
anyone injuring himself by them while
traveling over the highway.
T r e e s .— The purchaser of a farm
buys and owns all the trees upon it if
at the time of the sale they were blown
down and lit upon the ground, but not
if they had been cut for sale or fuel.
The question, is often raised, what are
his rights if his trees hang over his
neighbors fields, and what are his neigh
bors rights. '
The law on this point appears to he
th is: His neighbor owns his land ab
solutely, and all that is above or below
it. Therefore he may cut away all
branches and twigs which come over
his land; and he may dig down and
cut every root that comes into his land.
But these branches and roots belong to
the owner of the trees, and he may go
quietly upon his neighbors land and
take them. In regard to fruit it is the
same. The original owner loses no
property in the branches or the fruit,
and may enter upon the land where it
lies, and gather it and take it away,
always being careful that nothing be
longing to his neighbor is injured.
Such we think, are the conclusions to
he derived from the best adjudication
and the best reasoning on this subject.
R ocks , S tones a n d S o il

E V A N SB U R G , PA

BUILD IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C .

LEGAL RIGHTS OF FARMERS,CONTINUED.

M Y. W EBER, M. D.,

TS and
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of

E d R e d b y lC C H A R L E Y ^

Victory ! Victory ! !
DR. H O W E R ’S

10c. C o u g h

Remedy

PURELY VEGETABLE.
Will CURE COUGHS, COLDS and T H R O A T
D ISEASES.
DON’T BE DELUDED into paying 75 cts. and
a §1.00 for Cough Syrups, when you can purchase
Dr . HOWER’S Improved Tar, Wild Cherry,
Hoarhound, Elecampane, Coltsfoot, Honey and
Sugar, Liquorice, a solid Cough preparation, for
10 cents. This is purely a vegetable compound.
No opiates, therefor* can be taken without any
deleterious consequences. Equal to eight ounces
of Syrup of Tar. Sold by all Druggists and
Dealers in Medicine.

Get th e B est.
Webster’s Dictionary is the best. Every family
should have a copy. Allison’s Webster’s Dic
tionary, containing over 300 illustrations, 50,000 words and phrases, comprehensively defined,
useful facts and tables, foreign words and phrases
pronouncing vocabulary of scripture and proper
names, list of mythological and classical names,
United States census for 1880, and many other
useful tables. Postpaid for only 50 cents. Ad
dress E. Florence & Co., P. O. box 1860, South
B end,Ind.

G ro w in g op B room C orn .— Certain
sections of the West, and particularly
in portions of Kansas, the soil and cli
mate are well adapted to the cultivation
of broom corn, and if judiciously man
aged can be made a very profitable
crop. Almost every tiller of the soil
pretends, if be does not know, how to
grow a crop of Indian corn ; the planting and cultivation of broom corn is
not m aterially. different, therefore it
would seem a waste of time to attempt
to give information as to this cro p ;
but to know when to break down the
brush, and bow to prepare ‘it for the
market, is something that hvkry farmer
don’t know, and a few words of instruc
tion may not be amiss. First, the best
soil for broom corn is good Indian-eorn
land, and every farmer knows that this
should not only be rich, but loamy and
warm. Green sward turned over late
in the fall as a general thing produces
the best crop, as the -worms are less
destructive in this ease. If the land
requires a fertilizer of any kind use
good rotten manure, as it is far better
than that which is unfermented, and it
should be put in the hills instead of be
ing broadcasted. Plaster, ashes, and
slacked lime are also excellent fert
ilizers and helpers toward the destruc
tion of worms. Plant in hills three
feet apart, and in rows three to four
feet distant, and if the seed is good ten
to twelve seeds to the hill are all suffi
cient ; this should insure five or six
thrift}' plants to each h ill; if more
seeds germinate, thin out any surplus
over the above number. The soil should
be put in good tilth before planting
and the ground warm. Thick plant
ing gives the finest toughest brush.
The seed should be buried one to one
and a half inches deep. As soon as
the plants show themselves run a culti
vator between the rows, and follow
with a hand hoe. Keep the crop clean
of weeds by all means ; without this is
done the crop will be a disappointment.
When the seed is a little past the milk
state, break down the tops about one
foot below the brush, and let it hang
thus until fully ripe, when it may be
cut and carried under cover, spread
out and left till thoroughly dried The
stalks left on the ground may be pulled
up and buried in the furrows or burned.
Cleaning the seed from the brush is
done by hand or machinery. A long
tooth curry comb will do the work
quite expeditiously, and if the crop is
small will be an economical way of
prepairing the brush for market. An
average yield is about 500 pounds of
brush to the acre, and from 3 to 5 times
this number oP pounds of seed. The
seed is good food for all kind of stock
when mixed with other grain.
H a v e a P la n in F a r m in g . —The
great fault with American farmers is a
constant desire for change. The farm
is rarely thought of as the home which
the children are to occupy during a
life-time, and then leave it to their heirs.
There is too much changing with the
crops—first one thing and then another
the result of which is a shifting, that is
profitless. For a few years it may be
that sheep-raising is the leading fea
ture of the farm, soon to be followed
by rearing a breed of cattle, or cultiva
ting hops, tobacco, or even rhubarb.
The general management of a farm
should be planned once for all, it only

being subject to those changes that an
improvement in agricultural methods
suggest. The work of a farm should
go on regularly from year to year, so
that even in mid-winter the farmer inay
make his arangefiients, and complete
his scheme of work for the whole sea
son. The man who is trying to sell
his farm, has his heart in some other
locality or business, and he who is
ready to devote his energies to some
new crop or method, is seldom on the
highway to success. I t is well to try
that which is new, but not by giving
up old and well-tried methods.
WHEAT-GROWING MAXlMS.-Somel)od_\
h as been at the tro u b le o f condensin
a g reat deal of inform ation about wheat
grow ing, as follows, into very small
com pass, and som ebody else has set it
afloat w ithout giving credit to the
a u th o r :

IF YOUWANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

f if Iff

W U l& ti
mmm sllflfti

F

H E E B N E R & BOMS,

I n d i a n X M o o c i. S ^ r u p

Cures all diseases of the Stomach, Liver,
Bowels, Kidneys, Skin and Blood.
M i l l i o n # testify to its efficacy in healJing the above named diseases, and proffji/ nouBce it to be the
i**- BEST REMEDY KNOWN TO MAN.

G u a r a n t e e d to c u r e D y s p e p s i a .

trade mark

i f A O E N T S W A N T E D . -^ ®
Laboratory 77 W. 3d St, New York City. Druggists sell it.
W est L o op , Pa., August 16t 1880.—D r . Clakk J ohnson
I was severely affleted with
Weakness, Headache and Loss of Appetite, and began using the I n dian Blood Sy r u p , a short
trial of which gave me entire relief, I highl yreeommend it.
ALBERT WERTZ.

F R E S H

G R O C E K .I E S I

COFFEES, TEAS, SPICES,
1. The best soil for wheat is rich
clay loam.
2. Wheat likes a good, deep, soft
bed.
3. Clover turned under makes just
such a bed.
F ull S tock of N o tio ns , H o s ie r y , &e.
4. The best seed is oily, heavy,
The Best Cigars and Tobacco,
plump and clean.
5. About two inches is the best
depth for sowing the seed.
6. The drills puts in the seed bet
For all kinds of wear has been judiciously selected, and will be disposed of at
ter and cheaper than broadcasting.
bottom figures. Repairing done. Goods delivered free. Patronage
7. From the middle of September
to the last of October'is the best time
kindly solicited.
for sowing.
7. B. RUSHONG, Trappe, Pa.
8. Drilled, one bushel of seed per
acre; if sown broadcast, two bushels
per acre.
9. One heavy rolling after sowing
does much good.
10. For flour, cut when the grain S t o v e s ,
C lothes W r in g e r s ,
D a ir y F ix t u r e s ,
begins to harden; for seed, not until it
#
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,
P a in t s & O il s ,
is hardened.

C A N N E D F R U I T , D R I E D F R U I T , &C.

LAN SD ALE,

CAS W E L L & MOORE.

L a MP8,

HAS

PROVED

C h im n e y T ops .

Tin Roofing & Spouting of Best Quality and Workmanship.
-------IP R I C E S

T he SUREST CURE for

KIDNEY DISEASES.
Does a lam e back or disordered u rin e in d i
cate th a t y o u are? a v ictim ? TH32T DO NOT
HESITATE;, u se K idn ey-W ort a t on ce, (drugglats recom m end it) and i t 'will sp e ed ily o ver
com e th e disease and restore h ea lth y action.
h —' - jj «¿ fig * ' 7*1*6^ComplaEnts peculiar
y o u r se x , such, as pain
and w eaknesses, K idn ey-W ort is -unsurpassed,
as it w ill act promptly and sa fely . *
.
I : E ither Sex. Incontinence, re te n tio n o f urine,
b rick dust or ropy deposits, and. d u ll d ragging
iains, a ll speed ily y ie ld to its cu rative power.
43- SOLD BY ALL DKITQOISTS. P rice $1.

Farm ers I
If you waut free sample copies of the largest
and best agricultural paper in the country, write
yours and your neighbor’s names on a postal
card and mail it to’ Farmers’ Friend Pub. Co.,
South Bend, Ind. Price 50 cents a year and
Premiums to every subscriber.
The price of the following organ has been ad
vanced to §125 since inserting this electrotype.

O i l C l o th .

L O W .-------

F in e C u t ler y ,
I ce C ream F r e e z e r s ,
B ir d C ages .

P lated W a r e ,
W a t e r C ollers,
B ru sh e s , A c .

P L U M B IN G & G A S - F I T T I N G ,L E A D PIPES,&C.
C A S W E L L & M OORE, 243 Bridge Street, Phaenixville, Pa.

WORTH WHILE READING!
$2.50—Wi 11 Buy a nice little Boy’s Suit, age from 4 to 10.
$4.00 —Will but' a good suit for a boy aged from 5 to 12.
$5.00 —Will buy a suit for a boy iu years from J to 15.

$ 5 .0 0 —w ill buy a fair suit for a man.

$6.50 —For this sum you can purchase a better suit.
$7.00—w ith this sum you can buy something still better.
Ten Dollars w m buy a first class business suit.
Eleven Dollars
Will buy a very fine suit.

F i f t e e n D o i l c i r S —Extra fine Dress Suit.

W e Have the Largest Stock; The Lowest Prices.
ALSO ,

G E N T S'

F U R N ISH IN G

GOODS.

27 Stops, 10 Sets Reeds,JB90

NO BBIS TOWN, PA.

OXjZD s t o i s t e S T O R E i
ENLARGED,

RENEWED,
AND REFITTED.
Capacity Doubled, Stock Increased in Quantity and Quality.
SPECIAL SPECIALTY AS FOLLOWS:
..........$ 1 .5 0 t o $ 1 .7 5
Body Brussels.......
Common Ingrain.............30,35, 40,45,50, 60c.
.............75 to 1.20 Hall and Stair Brussels................ $1.00 to SI.25
Tapestry Brussels..
.......
1.00
to
1.25
Damask Hall and Stair......................... 7!> to 1.00
Tapestry Ingrains..
Venetian Stair....................................... 25 to .50
....................0 0 t o 1 .0 0
Super Extra Super.
............... 75 to .90 Hemp and Carpet................................ 20 to .25
Ingrain, Wool.......
. . ...........65 to .80 Rag, large, cheap lo t........................... 40 to 00.
Union Mixed
Oil Clothes, all widths. Window Shading, new colors. Stair Rods for $1 up. Measures taken
and Carpets made and put down. Window Shades made and put up. All Work Guaranteed.
n D V C IO O O S *
Our new ^ resp Hoods are arriving as the season advances. Black
i ^
* Silk, American and Foreign, including solid colors, new shades, plain and
fancy. Black and Colored Cassimcrers, full line, cheap. Chintzes, Calicoes, Muslins, Ticks,
Sheeting, Hosiery, Notions, Laces, Ties, Gloves, «fee.
Call and see us in bur new dress. Polite attention and cheap goods.

A. A . Y E A R L E , Cor. Main and Dekalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.,

IF YOU BU Y Y a U R BPICES,................... .

.......

C ream T a rte r,

Baking Soda,

W ashing Soda,
The F am ous Beethoven O rgan oontalns
%7 Stopsf 20 Sets Meeds,

-**PRICE ONLY $S0*«*

Order now. Romlt by Bank Draft,Post OfficeMoney
__1 n ig h t . O rgans

AT

Black and Red.Pepper,

BltCKWALTER’S
POPULAR DRUG STORE,

Horse Powers !
Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
applied to horse powers,
H e e b n p r ’s L i t t l e

JOB PRINTING
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

T h r e s h in g

and

AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.
Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes, <fec.
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
order.
Repairing done b}r competent workmen and a t
lowest prices.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,

HEEBHER k SONS,
LANSDALE,PA.

John I. Bradford,
TRAPPE, Pa.
MANUFACTURER AND D E A L E R J N

Stoves, Tin-ware
and Housefurnishing
GOODS ,
TIN-ROOFING, SPOUTING, JO BB IN G , See.,
DONE TO ORDER.

■

ES?” All Orders Promptly attended to.

C

a l l a t the

YERKES STATION MILLS
-:0: AND :0:-

GRAIN, FLOOR & FEED DEPOT,
Where you will find in Store a large supply of
choice Patent Process, Straight, and

Fancy Family F lo u s ,
CORN,

OATS,

BEAN,

MIDDLINGS,

RYE BRAN, LINSEED MEAL,

L eh ig h
G

&

O

h e ., Sic.

S c h u y lk ill

A

L

.

Having the best and most improved facilities the
undersigned does endeavor to sell to any and all
parties, who seek the cash worth of their money,
at the Very lowest prices. Good, clean wheat
received at all times.

J. H . L A M D E S .
L A D IE S GO TO

E . M.

AUG-E’S

1 6 F a s t B la ln S treet,
FOR HAIR GOODS. She has a large stock oi
good Switches, Combs, Nets, Pins, and Frizzes,
always on band.
Combings made up ; and a f* O01) PJi TCK PA TD
for dark and black hair,-either straight or comb
ings.

T H O S E
Wishing to Purchase Fresh

BEEF, VEAL, MUTTON
Should remember that the undersigned passes
through this section even 7

j ail Saturday,
With a full supply of Freeh Meats, and will
take pleasure in waiting upon those who may
favor him with their custom.

B . F . IS B T T ^

COLLEGEVILLE

BAKERY!
J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
EVERY CORNING.

Corner of Bridge and Main Streets,

PH ffiN lX V IL L B

P E N N ’A .,

IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nice and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonably terms.

_____ YOU W ILL GET--------

Pure Goods, Save Money, and always have Competent
And Reliable Persons to Attend to your Wants.

EXECUTED

G ia n t

C l e a n in g M a c h in e ,

. 7re&h Bread, Rolls &c.,

%

_

to 11 s to p s . Catalogue Free. A dd ress o r c a ll u p o n
DANIEL P. BEATTY, Washington, Now Jersey.

Penna.

N o iH s to .w it,* p f j j

H E R M A N WETZEL,
66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music JIa!T]

Co.,

Heeler's Patent Level Treaü

S yrup s and Sugars, Fresh and purs.

B O O T S ^YUsTID S H O E S

Montg.

The Oldest Agricultural Works' in Penna.

J . II. K U A U T ,

--C ig a r M an u factu re]*,“

I also sell Leads and Oils Cheaper than ever.

TRAPPE, PA. The different grades of cigar»
manufactured. Good tobacco in the hands of a.
good workman will make capital cigars. This is
putting the whole business in a nutshell. Special
brands made to order. Give K raut’s cigars a
trial, and be happy.

—IN THE—

YOUIG M l) OLD
I I

BEST MANNER
Look to your interest.
money visit my

I f you want to save

F urniture W are-R oom s,

- A T THIS O F F IC E I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
continuance of the same. Will visit Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity ; as heretofore, on

TU ESD A F, THURSDA Y andfSA TURD A Y
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton. Highest cash prices paid for Calves.

W M . J . TH O M PSO N.

E V A N SB U R G , L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E , P. O.

On Road leading from Skippackville to College
ville, 1 U, miles from the former place, and be
convinced that you can save money. I sell

All Kinds of Hew and Second«
Hand Furniture
AT TH E

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Very Lowest Figures,
And also take old hard-wood, furniture, and old
clocks in exchange for new. I manufacture all
kinds of Furniture on short noticer and repairing
of all kinds will be neatly done.- Come and
see my

“PROVIDENCE

BED-ROOM SETTS, & PIECES,

INDEPENDENT”
One of the best Local, Family and General
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
subscribe.

A s L o w as $ 2 0 .

Ö

».g « C
A oa »

50 cJ O'

Tennessee marble-top stands—$7 up, high baek
lounges $5.00. All kinds of marble-top Furni
ture Sold very low. -You are welcome to -COUH)
and examine my goods, whether you purchase
or not.

G eo. D. D etw iler.

